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On the Taylor tower of relative K –theory

AYELET LINDENSTRAUSS

RANDY MCCARTHY

For R a discrete ring, M a simplicial R–bimodule, and X a simplicial set, we
construct the Goodwillie Taylor tower of the reduced K–theory of parametrized
endomorphisms zK.RI �M ŒX �/ as a functor of X . Resolving general R–bimodules
by bimodules of the form �M ŒX � , this also determines the Goodwillie Taylor tower of
zK.RIM / as a functor of M . The towers converge when X or M is connected. This

also gives the Goodwillie Taylor tower of zK.R Ë M /' zK.RIB:M / as a functor
of M .

For a functor with smash product F and an F –bimodule P , we construct an invariant
W .F IP / which is an analog of TR.F / with coefficients. We study the structure of
this invariant and its finite-stage approximations Wn.F IP / and conclude that the
functor sending X 7!Wn.RI �M ŒX �/ is the n–th stage of the Goodwillie calculus
Taylor tower of the functor which sends X 7! zK.RI zM ŒX �/ . Thus the functor
X 7!W .RI �M ŒX �/ is the full Taylor tower, which converges to zK.RI �M ŒX �/ for
connected X.

19D55; 55P91, 18G60

Introduction

In this paper, we calculate the Goodwillie Taylor tower (evaluated at �) of the para-
metrized K–theory of endomorphisms zK.RI �M ŒX �/ as a functor of X . Here R is a
discrete ring, M a simplicial R–bimodule and X a simplicial set. The R–bimodule�M ŒX � is the diagonal of the bisimplicial R–bimodule obtained by taking a reduced
(M � � � 0) free M –module on X in each simplicial degree. If N is a discrete
R–bimodule, the parametrized (over N ) K–theory of endomorphisms K.RIN / is the
K–theory of the category whose objects are pairs .P; f / with P a finitely generated
projective right R–module and f W P ! P ˝R N a map of right R modules, and
whose maps are maps of the modules P which induce commutative diagrams; for a
simplicial N , K.RIN / is calculated degreewise. The reduced version is then

zK.RIN /D hofib.K.RIN /!K.RI 0//D hofib.K.RIN /!K.R//:
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The Goodwillie Taylor tower turns out to be given by W .RI �M ŒX �/, where for an
R–bimodule N , W .RIN / is a generalization involving coefficients in a bimodule
other than R of TR.R/D holimm2N� THH.R/Cm (the limit is taken over restriction
maps THH.R/Cn ! THH.R/Cm defined whenever m divides n). The invariant TR
was used as an intermediate stage in a topological cyclic homology calculation by
Bökstedt, Hsiang and Madsen [3], and given the name TR by Hesselholt and Mad-
sen [13]. In the N DR case, to get a simplicial Cm action on THH.R/ one needs to
take its m–th edgewise subdivision. For general N , we take U m.RIN / to be a cyclic
derived tensor product over R of m copies of N ; this can be realized by (compatibly)
replacing m evenly spaced copies of R in each simplicial degree of sdm THH.R/ with
copies of N . And then we let

W .RIN /D holimm2N� U m.RIN /Cm ;

with the limits taken over restriction maps, as before. The n–th stage of the Goodwillie
Taylor tower of X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/ at � is exactly

Wn.RI �M ŒX �/D holimm2f1;2;:::;ng U m.RI zM ŒX �/Cm ;

so our result extends that of Dundas and McCarthy [5], identifying THH.RI zM ŒX �/D
U 1.RI �M ŒX �/ with the first stage of the Goodwillie Taylor tower of X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/

and confirming Tom Goodwillie’s conjecture that topological Hochschild homology
THH.R/ is the same as the stable K–theory Ks.R/D hocolimn�

nC1 zK.RË zRŒSn�/.

By resolving any connected simplicial bimodule N in terms of bimodules of the
form �M ŒX � with X connected, it can be deduced (see the authors’ paper [16, Section 3]
for details) that for any connected simplicial R–bimodule N ,

zK.RIN /'W .RIN /:

Since the Goodwillie Taylor tower at � of a homotopy functor is determined by its
values on connected objects, and since Corollary 5.9 shows that

(0-1) U n.RIN /hCn
' hofibŒWn.RIN /!Wn�1.RIN /�

is a homogenous degree n functor, we get that Wn.RI �/ is the n–th stage of the
Goodwillie Taylor tower of the functor N 7! zK.RIN / from simplicial R–bimodules
to spectra. Using the equivalence K.RIB:N /

'!K.R Ë N / from [5, Theorem 4.1],
then, we know that the n–th stage of the Goodwillie Taylor tower at 0 of the functor
N 7!K.R Ë N / is Wn.RIB:N /.

A more fundamental question would be to understand the Goodwillie Taylor tower of the
functor A 7! zK.A/D hofib.K.A/!K.R// from simplicial augmented R–algebras
to spectra. One would expect it to be more approachable on free augmented algebras,
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that is, on tensor algebras AD TRM of an R–bimodule M over R (assuming M is
flat over R—otherwise, we should look at derived tensor algebras; see [16]). Since
zK.A/D zK.id.A// one could hope to further simplify the problem by replacing the

identity map on simplicial augmented R–algebras by its first stage Goodwillie Taylor
approximation P1.id/. Note that P1.id/.A/DA=I2 , if I is the augmentation ideal
of A: this follows by the universal property discussed after the proof of Proposition 1.6
in Goodwillie [10], since if the augmentation A! R is k –connected, that is, I is
k –connected, then the map A! A=I2 will be at least 2k –connected. But in the
free case, if A D TRM then A=I2 D R Ë M , and so one would want to study the
Goodwillie Taylor tower of zK.R Ë M /, which is what we do here.

The intermediate goal of studying the values that the Goodwillie Taylor tower at R of
A 7! zK.A/ takes on augmented R–algebras of the form AD TRM is accomplished,
using the results of this paper, in [16]—in terms of the analytic parallel, knowing the
coefficients in the Taylor series of a composition f .a1z/ of an analytic function f
(whose Taylor series is not known ahead of time) with the linear part a1z of an
analytic function g.z/DP1iD1 a1zi (whose Taylor series is known) determines the
coefficients in the Taylor series of f ıg . We show there that the Goodwillie Taylor
tower †W .RI �/ converges for connected M , so when M is connected we get an
equivalence

(0-2) †W .RIM /' zK.TRM /:

The question of determining the Goodwillie Taylor tower of A 7! zK.A/ for general
augmented R–algebras remains.

From the calculational point of view, the fact that for any simplicial R–bimodule M ,

(0-3) zK.R Ë M /' zK.RIB:M /'W .RIB:M /

(note that B:M is connected) is useful: for example, in [17] we use this and Lars
Hesselholt and Ib Madsen’s calculation of W .FpIFp/D TR.Fp/ to completely cal-
culate zK.Fp Ë .

Ln
iD1 Fp//

^
p . Equation (0-3) is an absolute calculation of relative

algebraic K–theory in terms of invariants related to Hochschild homology; so is the
related equation (0-2). They are not calculations via the cyclotomic trace of [3], which
lands in TC, but see the introduction of [16] for a comparison of the two methods for
understanding zK.TRM / for M connected.

In terms of understanding the K–theory of endomorphisms, our work follows the
program begun by Gert Almkvist in 1974 by relating the K–theory of endomorphisms
of R with the big Witt vectors over R [1]. For R commutative, he defines an injection
from �0. zK.RIR// onto a dense subring of the ring of big Witt vectors over R.
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Hesselholt shows [12] that for an associative ring R, �0.TR.RIp//D�0.W
.p/.RIR//

(the 0–th homotopy group of versions of both invariants calculated by taking limits
only over powers of p ) agrees with the ring of p–typical Witt vectors of R. For
p–adic rings R, Hesselholt and Madsen [14] relate the higher homotopy groups
of W .p/.RIR/ to higher cohomology of a de Rham–Witt complex of R. In [11],
Hesselholt shows that for commutative rings R, there exists an initial big Witt complex
over R which, when evaluated at the set consisting of a positive integer r and its divisors
is closely related to THH.R/Cr D U r .RIR/Cr . Our map ˇW zK.RIM /!W .RIM /

of Main Theorem 9.2 has a similar flavor to Almkvist’s, sending a homomorphism to all
its powers, but using Waldhausen’s S–construction to make it into a spectrum level map.
The map ˇ cannot be an equivalence in general—Almkvist’s result precludes it already
for RDM —but we show that it is an equivalence for connected R–bimodules M .

In Section 1 of the paper, we define functors with smash product over a category and
their bimodules. In Section 2 we define U n.F IP / to be an analog of sdn THH.F /
with n bimodule coefficient coordinates. Note that the construction we generalize
is not Marcel Bökstedt’s original construction in [2] of the topological Hochschild
homology of an FSP but rather the construction by Dundas and McCarthy in [5; 6]
of the topological Hochschild homology of an FSP over a category. This will be
important in defining the map from K–theory in Section 9. In [6], it is shown that the
two variants agree for THH; Proposition 6.13 below shows the analogous equivalence
for our generalization U . As in [3], when m divides n we have restriction maps
Resn=mW U n.F IP /Cn!U m.F IP /Cm ; which we use in Section 4 to define Wn.F IP /
and W .F IP /.
Our main theorem, Main Theorem 9.2, states that a natural transformation

ˇW zK.RI �M Œ��/!W .RI �M Œ��/

which we construct induces an equivalence between the two functors on connected X .
Moreover, by Corollary 9.3 Wn.RI �M Œ��/ is the n–th stage of the Goodwillie calculus
Taylor tower of the functor zK.RI �M Œ��/, with the tower structure maps the same as
those induced on the homotopy inverse limits by the restriction of categories from
f1; 2; : : : ; n� 1; ng to f1; 2; : : : ; n� 1g.
To obtain this result, we start in Section 5 to use analysis like that done by Goodwillie [8]
for THH and TR to calculate hofibŒWn.F IP /!Wn�1.F IP /� for a general FSP F

and an F –bimodule P . Corollary 5.9 gives equation (0-1).

In Section 8, this analysis is used to show that each layer hofibŒWn.RI �M Œ��/ !
Wn�1.RI �M Œ��/� is a homogenous degree n functor (this is basically Corollary 8.2):
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we get that

U n.RI �M ŒX �/' U n.RIM /^
� n̂

X

�
:

This implies already that the Wn.RI �M Œ��/ are n–excisive functors which are the n–th
stage of the Taylor tower of their homotopy inverse limit W .RI �M Œ��/.
Section 6 generalizes results from [6], allowing us to interchange U and W of a ring,
which can be viewed as an FSP defined over a point (the approach which is easier to
calculate with), and of that ring’s corresponding FSP defined over the category PR

(the approach we to define the map ˇ of Main Theorem 9.2). In the latter case, it also
allows us to use a subset of the maps one would normally use that still stabilize by
Waldhausen’s S–construction to give all of U n.PRIM /, which is useful in Section 10
and Section 11.

Section 7 discussed the Goodwillie calculus properties of our functors, most importantly:
showing that W .RI �M Œ��/ is 0–analytic (Proposition 7.14). It is already known by
[19, Proposition 3.2] that the functor zK.RI �M Œ��/ is 0–analytic as well.

Thus in Section 9, after constructing the natural transformation ˇ , we can use a variant
of Goodwillie’s Theorem 5.3 from [9]: it states that if there is a natural transformation
between two �–analytic functors F and G which induces an equivalence of the
differentials at every space X , then for .�C1/–connected maps X ! Y , there is a
Cartesian square

F.X / //

��

G.X /

��
F.Y / // G.Y /:

The variant is simply the observation that the proof in [9] requires an equivalence of the
differentials only on �–connected X . We will want to apply it for �D 0, Y D �, and
our two functors above to get that for 0–connected X (that is, X for which X !� is
1–connected),

ˇW zK.RI �M ŒX �
'!W .RI �M ŒX �/:

It follows from [5] that ˇ induces an equivalence of the differentials at �, and the
remainder of the paper uses that result to show an equivalence of the differentials at arbi-
trary 0–connected spaces X . Section 9 concludes by reducing our Main Theorem 9.2
to Technical Lemma 9.4, which states that for a ring R and simplicial R–bimodules M

and N with N k –connected, ˇ induces a 2k –connected map

hofib
� zK.RIB:M ˚B:N /! zK.RIB:M /

�
! hofib

�
W .RIB:M ˚B:N /!W .RIB:M /

�
:
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(The lemma is actually stated in terms of W .PRI �/ rather than W .RI �/, but the two
agree by Proposition 6.13.)

The final two sections of the paper prove Technical Lemma 9.4. The basic strategy is
to write

K.RIB:M ˚B:N /'K.R Ë .M ˚N //DK..R Ë M /Ë N /'K.R Ë M IB:N /

and observe that by [5], the homotopy fiber of the map from this to K.R Ë M / '
K.RIB:M / admits a 2k –connected map to THH.R Ë M IB:N /. Using the multi-
linearity of each THHr .R Ë M IB:N / in the r FSP coordinates (here r indicates
simplicial dimension in the simplicial spectrum THH), and careful analysis of dimen-
sions, in Corollary 10.5 we obtain a decomposition

THH.R Ë M IB:N /'
1Y

aD0

U a.RIB:M ; : : : ;B:M ;B:N /:

It is much easier to see that up to order 2kC1, W .RIB:M ˚B:N / also decomposes
into the same product; this is Lemma 10.3.

Thus Section 10 establishes the plausibility of Technical Lemma 9.4, by demonstrating
that the domain and range there are indeed equivalent up to dimension 2k . Section 11
then traces the actual map ˇ through, to show that it induces a 2k –equivalence, as
desired.

The second author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS 03-06429.

1 Functors with smash products

We want to generalize THH.RIM / to functors U n.RIM / which are n copies of M ,
tensored (in a derived sense, over R) cyclically

���
ŐR

M ŐR
M

Ő
R

M
Ő

R

MŐ R
M

Ő R

where the cyclic group Cn D Z=nZ acts by rotation. THH.RIM / can be thought of
as the nD 1 case of this cyclic tensor. We use Bökstedt’s notion of an FSP from [2],
but generalize it to work over categories as was done in [6].

Let S� denote the category of pointed simplicial sets.
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Definition 1.1 A functor with stabilization is a functor F from S� to S� together
with a natural transformation

�X ;Y W X ^F.Y /! F.X ^Y /

such that

(i) �S0;X W S0 ^F.X /! F.S0 ^X / is the obvious isomorphism for all X 2 S� .

(ii) �X ;Y^Z ı .idX ^�Y;Z /D �X^Y;Z for all X;Y;Z 2 S� .

(iii) If X is n–connected, then F.X / is n–connected.

(iv) Let �X W F.X /!�F.†X / be the adjoint to �S1;X . Then the following limit
system stabilizes for each n:

�njF.X /j
�X! �n�jF.†X /j �†X! �n�

2jF.†2X /j ! � � �

Definition 1.2 Let O be a set. A functor with stabilization over O is a functor F

from S� �O�O to S� , such that for all A;B 2 obj.O/, FA;B. /D F.�;A;B/ is a
functor with stabilization.

For F a functor with stabilization, we let F be the spectrum with F.m/ D F.Sm/

and structure maps given by �Sm of condition (iii) above. We call F the spectrum
associated to F . We let �i.F / D �iF D limn!1 �i�

nF.Sn/. We say that F is
n–connected if �i.F / D 0 for i � n. Thus by condition (iii), every functor with
stabilization is �1–connected and hence bounded below. A functor with stabilization
over O is n–connected if for every A;B 2O , FA;B is n–connected.

For F a functor with stabilization over O and F 0 a functor with stabilization over O0 ,
a morphism �W F ! F 0 is a set map O!O0 and natural transformations of functors
with stabilization �A;BW FA;B! F 0

�.A/;�.B/
for all A;B 2O .

Definition 1.3 A functor with smash product over O (or just FSP) is a functor F with
stabilization over O together with natural transformations for all A;B;C 2O :

1AIX W X ! FA;A.X /;

�A;B;C IX ;Y W FB;C .X /^FA;B.Y /! FA;C .X ^Y /

such that
�.�^ id/D �.id^�/;

�.1AIX ^ 1AIY /D 1AIX^Y ;

�A;BIX ;Y D �A;A;BIX ;Y .1AIX ^ idFA;B.Y //:
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For F and F 0 FSP’s over O and O0 respectively, a morphism � from F to F 0

as FSP’s is a set map z�W O ! O0 and morphisms of functors with stabilizations
�A;BW FA;B! F 0

z�.A/;z�.B/
which strictly commute with the natural transformations �

and �0 . We have not assumed a morphism of FSP’s preserves the unit. We will say a
morphism is unital if it does.

Examples 1.4 (i) For the applications in these notes, we will primarily be interested
in the following type of FSP: Let A be a linear category (its Hom sets are abelian
groups and composition is bilinear). For any two objects A;B 2 obj.A), we define the
FSP A by

.X;A;B/ 7! HomA.A;B/˝Z
zZŒX �;

where zZŒX � D ZŒX �=ZŒ��. The multiplication is given by sending smash to tensor
followed by composition:

AB;C .X /^AA;B.Y /! HomA.B;C /˝Z HomA.A;B/˝Z
zZŒX ^Y �

!A.A;C /.X ^Y /

and the unit at any A 2A is given by the inclusion

X !AA;A.X /

x 7! idA˝1 �x:
(ii) For F an FSP over O , we can form a linear category with objects the set O and
whose Hom sets are �0FA;B . In this way every small linear category can be thought
of as a special case of an FSP. In particular, for a discrete ring R, we can regard it as
the linear category with a single object � and Hom.�;�/DR, and thus as an FSP as
in (i) above, which we will denote R like the original ring.

(iii) For B any category, we can form an FSP over obj.B/ by sending

.X;A;B/ 7! HomB.A;B/C ^X

(where C denotes a disjoint basepoint) and using composition of morphisms to define �.
Conversely, given F an FSP over O we can form a category with objects the set O
with Hom.A;B/ equal to the set (obtained by forgetting the topology) FA;B.S

0/.

Definition 1.5 Let F be an FSP over O and T a functor with stabilization over O .
A left F –module structure on T is a natural transformation

lA;B;C IX ;Y W FB;C .X /^TA;B.Y /! TA;C .X ^Y /
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such that
l.�^ id/D l.id^l/;

�A;BIX ;Y D lA;B;BIX ;Y .1BIX ^ idTA;B.Y //:

The notion of right F –module rA;B;C IX ;Y is defined similarly, with the analog of
the second property defined using the order switching map T2W Y ^ TA;B.X / !
TA;B.X /^Y and the map T1W TA;B.X ^Y /! TA;B.Y ^X / induced by switching
the coordinates, �A;BIY;X D T1 ı rA;A;BIX ;Y .idTA;B.X / ^1AIY / ıT2 .

Definition 1.6 A bimodule over F is a functor T with stabilization over O together
with a structure of left and right module over F such that

lA;C;DIX ;Y^Z .idFC;D.X / ^rA;B;C IY;Z /D rA;B;DIX^Y;Z .lB;C;DIX ;Y ^ idFA;B.Z//;

where r is the structure of right module over T .

For F and F 0 FSP’s over O and O0 , respectively, and P and P 0 bimodules of F

and F 0 , a map .f Ig/ from .F IP / to .F 0IP 0/ is a pair of morphisms such that

(i) f W F ! F 0 is a unital map of FSP’s.

(ii) gW P ! P 0 is a map of functors with stabilization over the same set map
O!O0 as f , which is a map of F –bimodules if we use f to make P 0 into
an F –bimodule.

Examples 1.7 (i) Let A be a linear category and T any bilinear functor from Aop�A
to abelian groups. We can form the bimodule T of A by

.A;B;X / 7! T .A;B/˝Z
zZŒX �:

(ii) If R is a ring and M an R–bimodule, in Examples 1.4 above we discussed how
we can regard R as an FSP over a category with a single element � with morphism
set R. Then M is a functor from the product of this category with its opposite to
abelian groups, and so gives rise as in example (i) to a bimodule over the FSP R, which
we will denote M .

(iii) As a special case of (i) above, if G1 and G2 are two functors of linear categories
A! B , we can form the A–bimodule

.A;B;X / 7! B.G1.A/;G2.B//˝Z
zZŒX �:

(iv) If F is an FSP over O , P an F –bimodule, and Y: a finite pointed simplicial set,
we can construct another F –bimodule P ˝Y by letting

.P ˝Y /A;B.X /D jPA;B.X /^Y:j
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with F acting through its action on P ; all we are doing here is taking a smash product
with the realization of Y: .

(v) In the same setting as (iv), if we know that for every A;B 2 O and X 2 S� ,
FA;B.X / and PA;B.X / have abelian group structures compatible with all the FSP
and bimodule structure maps, then we can construct yet another F –bimodule zP ŒY � by
letting

zP ŒY �A;B.X /D PA;B.X /˝Z
zZŒY �:

The F –bimodule structure, as before, involves only P . In degree n, .P ˝Y /A;B.X /

has PA;B.X /^Yn , and zP ŒY �A;B.X / has PA;B.X //˝Z
zZŒYn�; thus there is an inclu-

sion map P ˝Y ,! zP ŒY �. Note that it induces a stable equivalence on the associated
spectra (stabilizing, of course, in the X coordinate. The Y coordinate is part of the
definition of the bimodule).

2 The construction of U n

Let I be the category whose objects are the natural numbers considered as ordered sets
(nD f1< 2< � � �< ng) and whose morphisms are all injective maps. For any X 2 I

we denote by jX j the cardinality of X and for any X D .X0; : : : ;Xj / 2 IjC1 we let
tX denote X0 tX1 t : : :tXj , where t means concatenation.

For E a functor from the small category C to pointed spaces, we let hocolimC2C E.C /

be a functorial choice for constructing the homotopy colimit of the functor E . We
recall the following lemma of Bökstedt [2] (see also Madsen [18]).

Lemma Let N be any subcategory of I with the same set of objects but with exactly
one morphism between any pair of objects n and m where n � m. Let G be a
functor from IjC1 to spaces. If the connectivity of the maps G.n0; : : : ; nj / !
G.m0; : : : ;mj / for maps in IjC1 tends to infinity uniformly with †ni , then the
inclusion hocolimNjC1 G! hocolimI jC1 G is a (weak) homotopy equivalence.

Example 2.1 We note that there is a functor from I to pointed spaces given by
sending the ordered finite set X to SX –the jX j–sphere obtained by smashing together
copies of S1 indexed by the elements of X . Given any functor with stabilization F ,
we can define a functor from I to pointed spaces by sending the ordered set X to
map.SX ;F.SX //. Given an injective map ˛W X ! Y , let ˇ be some isomorphism
of Y such that ˛ D ˇ ı inc where inc is the ordered inclusion of X into the first jX j
terms of Y . The map ˛� from map.SX ;F.SX // to map.SY ;F.SY // is given by
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taking f 2map.SX ;F.SX // to the composite

SY
˛�.f / //

ˇ�1

��

F.SY /

SX ^SY nX
f^id // F.SX /^SY nX � // F.SX ^SY nX /:

F.ˇ/

OO

Let Ek D .k1; : : : ; kn/ where the ki are nonnegative integers. We set

I
EkCn D Ik1C1 � � � � � IknC1

and for X 2 I
EkCn and .i; j / integers such that 0� j � ki we let Xi;j 2 I be in the

.jC1/–st position of the Iki component of X . We let

A EkCn DAk1C1 � � � � �AknC1

and for A 2 A EkCn and .i; j / integers such that 0 � j � ki we let Ai;j be in the
.jC1/–st position of the AkiC1 component of A.

Definition 2.2 Let F be an FSP over a skeletally small category A and P .1/,. . . ,P .n/
be a sequence of F –bimodules. We define the functor V from I

EkCn�A EkCn to spaces
by setting V .X IA/ to be

P .1/A1;1;A1;0
.SX1;0/^FA1;2;A1;1

.SX1;1/^ � � � ^F
A2;0;A1;k1

/.S
X1;k1
^

P .2/A2;1;A2;0
.SX2;0/^FA2;2;A2;1

.SX2;1/^ � � � ^FA3;0;A2;k2
.SX2;k2 /^

:::
:::

P .n/An;1;An;0
.SXn;0/^FAn;2;An;1

.SXn;1/^ � � � ^FA1;0;An;kn
.SXn;kn /;

and let
V .X ;A/D

_
A2AEkCn

V .X IA/:

If A is not itself small, we use A’s skeleton rather than A itself here. In light
of Example 6.3 below, which says that for a small category A, U n taken over a
subcategory which is equivalent to all of A is Cn –equivariantly homotopy equivalent
to U n taken over A, this should not lead to problems when we map between small
and large categories.

Given any two pointed spaces S and T , we write Map.S;T / for the functor with
stabilization X 7!map.S;X ^T /.
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Definition 2.3 Let F be an FSP over a category A and let P .1/; : : : ;P .n/ be a
sequence of F –bimodules. We use the above construction of Map to define an n–
simplicial functor with stabilization U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// which is given in simpli-
cial dimension Ek D .k1; : : : ; kn/ by

hocolimX2I EkCn Map
�
.StX /;V .X ;A/

�
:

The stabilization maps for the homotopy colimit are given like those in Example 2.1. The
boundary maps and degeneracy maps in each simplicial dimension are the Hochschild-
type maps, with concatenations of the X ’s and the FSP multiplication and left and
right actions for the boundary maps, and the FSP unit map for the degeneracies.

Definition 2.4 Given an FSP F over a category A, and a left F –module P and a right
F –module Q, we define a simplicial functor with stabilization over A, P y̋F Q, as
follows: Given B;C 2A, we define for each k 2 I a functor WB;C from IkC2�AkC1

to spaces by

WB;C.X IA/DPA1;B.S
X0/^FA2;A1

.SX1/^� � �^FAkC1;Ak
.SXk /^QC;AkC1

.SXkC1/;

and let P y̋F Q to be the simplicial functor with stabilization over A defined on
B;C 2A in simplicial dimension Œk� by

hocolimX2I kC2 Map
�
.StX /;

_
A2AkC1

WB;C .X IA/
�
:

The stabilization maps for the homotopy colimit are given like those in Example 2.1. The
face operators are induced by bar-construction type natural transformations constructed
like those for U 1.F IP /.

Note that if P and Q are F –bimodules, then P y̋F Q is naturally a simplicial F –
bimodule. Since the construction y̋F is natural, we can iterate it to form P y̋F Q y̋F R,
a bisimplicial F –bimodule. If f W P !P 0 is a map of right F –bimodules which is an
equivalence, then f y̋F idQ is an equivalence also (by the realization lemma). Right
multiplication induces a map of simplicial right F –modules P y̋F F ! P (where P

is the trivial multisimplicial object with structure maps all equal to the identity) which
is an equivalence (a simplicial contraction is given by the unused degeneracy operator
in U 1.F IP /).

Definition 2.5 We define y̋ n
F to be the functor from F –bimodules to n–fold simplicial

F –bimodules given by
n times‚ …„ ƒ

P y̋F � � � y̋F P :
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Lemma 2.6 There is a homotopy equivalence of n–fold simplicial functors with
stabilization

U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// '! U n�1.F IP .1/ y̋F P .2/;P .3/; : : : ;P .n//:

By iteration of this equivalence, there is for each mjn an equivalence of n–fold simpli-
cial functors with stabilization

U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// ˛m! U n=m.F IQ.1/; : : : ;Q.n=m//;

where Q.i/D P .m.i � 1/C 1/ y̋F � � � y̋F P .m.i � 1/Cm/:

Proof This is a formal consequence of the definitions, using the fact that homotopy
colimits commute with one another and the fact that suspension

hocolimX2I EkCn Map
�

StX ;
_

A2AEkCn

V .X IA/
�

! hocolimX2I EkCn Map
�

StX ^SY ;
_

A2AEkCn

V .X IA/^SY

�
induces a homotopy equivalence when evaluated at any space.

3 First properties of U n

We now establish some elementary first properties of U n . Since for a fixed FSP F over
a category O , a morphism of F –bimodules is just a map of functors with stabilization
at each .A;B/ 2O�O which strictly commutes with the left and right actions of F ,
it follows immediately from the definitions that U n.F I / is a functor from the n–fold
product category of F –bimodules to spectra.

Lemma 3.1 If f .i/W P .i/! P 0.i/ is an m–connected map of bimodules, then the
induced map of functors with stabilization

U n.f / W U n.F I : : : ;P .i/; : : :/! U n.F I : : : ;P 0.i/; : : :/
is m–connected.

Proof Since the associated spectrum of U n is an �–spectrum, it suffices to show
U n.f /.S0/ is m–connected. A map of simplicial spaces which is m–connected in each
simplicial dimension is m–connected upon realization (essentially because homotopy
colimits preserve connectivity) and hence it suffices to show that U n.f /.S0/Œk� is
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m–connected for all k � 0. If f W X !X 0 is a q–connected map of (pointed) spaces,
then id^f W Y ^X ! Y ^X 0 is .pCqC1/–connected for any p–connected space Y .
This, the fact that our functors with stabilization preserve connectivity, and the fact that
homotopy colimits preserve connectivity complete the argument.

Corollary 3.2 The functor U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// is a reduced homotopy functor in
each variable P .i/.

Remark 3.3 It will often be useful to replace a given functor with stabilization F by
an equivalent one (one whose associated spectrum is stably equivalent to that of the
original F ) whose associated spectrum is an �–spectrum. Define a new functor with
stabilization

�1F D hocolimX2I Map.SX ;F.SX //

with �Z;Y defined by the natural composite

Z ^�1F.Y /DZ ^ hocolimX2I Map.SX ;F.Y ^SX //

Š hocolimX2I Z ^Map.SX ;F.Y ^SX //

! hocolimX2I map.SX ;Z ^F.Y ^SX //

�! hocolimX2I Map.SX ;F.Z ^Y ^SX //

D�1F.Z ^Y /:

The natural map F !�1F of functors with stabilization gives a stable equivalence
of the associated spectra by the condition of Definition 1.1 (iii). If F was an FSP, then
we can make �1F an FSP by defining ��1F to be the composite

�1F.Z/^�1F.Y /

D hocolimX2I Map.SX ;F.Z ^SX //^ hocolimX 02I Map.SX 0 ;F.Y ^SX 0//

˛! hocolim.X ;X 0/2I�I Map.SXtX 0 ;F.Z ^SX /^F.Y ^SX 0//

�F! hocolim.X ;X 0/2I�I Map.SXtX 0 ;F.Z ^SX ^Y ^SX 0//

ˇ! hocolim.X ;X 0/2I�I Map.SXtX 0 ;F.Z ^Y ^SXtX 0//

! hocolim zX2I
Map.S zX ;F.Z ^Y ^S

zX //

D�1F.Z ^Y /;

where ˛ is obtained by smashing maps, ˇ by switching factors and  is induced by
the concatenation functor tW I � I ! I . The multiplication map ��1F is strictly
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associative; the natural map F !�1F is an equivalence of FSP’s, which are both
unital if we define the units in �1F to be the images of those of F .

If P is a right/left/bimodule of F , then �1P is again a right/left/bimodule of �1F

(defined as we did for FSP’s above) and the natural map .F;P /! .�1F; �1P /

preserves the right/left/bimodule structure.

Corollary 3.4 The natural map of functors with stabilization

U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n//! U n.�1F I�1P .1/; : : : ; �1P .n//

is an equivalence. Thus, we can always replace the FSP and its associated bimodules
with equivalent ones whose associated spectra are �–spectra.

Lemma 3.5 If each bimodule P .i/ is mi –connected, then U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n//
is .
Pn

iD1 miC.n�1//–connected.

Proof It suffices to prove the result after taking �1 of F and the P .i/’s. Thus,
we may assume that P .i/.SX / is .miCjX j/–connected for all i and X 2 I . Recall
that if Ti are xi –connected for 1� i � n, then T1 ^ � � � ^Tn is .

Pn
iD1 xiC.n�1//–

connected. Thus, V .X ;A/ will be .jX jCPn
iD1 miC.n�1//–connected for all X .

Since homotopy colimits preserve connectivity, we see that U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// is
(at least) .

Pn
iD1 miC.n�1//–connected.

4 The construction of Wn and W

In this section, we will only be considering U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n// as a simplicial
functor with stabilization by taking the diagonal of the n–dimensional multisimplicial
functor with stabilization defined in Definition 2.3. We first note that there is an
isomorphism

t W U n.F IP .1/; : : : ;P .n//Š U n.F IP .n/;P .1/; : : : ;P .n� 1//

induced in each simplicial dimension k by precomposing each map with the map in-
duced on the smash product of spheres by ��1, where � W I .kC1;:::;kC1/!I .kC1;:::;kC1/

is the functor

�.X /D

0BBB@
Xn;0; : : : ;Xn;k

X1;0; : : : ;X1;k
:::
:::

Xn�1;0; : : : ;Xn�1;k

1CCCA ;
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and postcomposing with the analogous permutations

V .X IA/!

0BBB@
P .n/An;1;An;0

.SXn;0/^ � � � ^FA1;0;An;k
.SXn;k /

P .1/A1;1;A1;0
.SX1;0/^ � � � ^FA2;0;A1;k

.SX1;k /
:::
:::

P .n� 1/An�1;1;An�1;0
.SXn�1;0/^ � � � ^FAn;0;An�1;kn

.SXn�1;k /

1CCCA :
It is sometimes convenient to work with a slightly modified version of U n we which
we will temporarily write as zU n . The only difference between zU n and U n is that
for zU n , one takes the homotopy colimit over the diagonal of .IkC1/�n in simplicial
dimension k , rather than all of .IkC1/�n as we do for U n . The face and degeneracy
maps restrict to this sublimit system, and so does the simplicial isomorphism t . The
natural map of simplicial functors with stabilization zU n ! U n determined by the
inclusion of the subcategory is always an equivalence, by finality and the realization
lemma.

Definition 4.1 For F an FSP and P a bimodule, we define U n.F IP / to be the
simplicial functor with stabilization with Cn –action (given by t ) zU n.F IP; : : : ;P /.
Thus, U n is a functor from the category of pairs .F IP / (an FSP F and an F –
bimodule P ) with morphisms of pairs as in Definition 1.6 to simplicial functors with
stabilization with Cn –action.

Remark 4.2 U 1.F IP / is just THH.F IP /: the topological Hochschild homology
of F with coefficients in P as defined in [6] which was a straightforward generalization
of the definition found in Pirashvili and Waldhausen [20] to FSP’s with several objects.
The spectrum zU n.F IF; : : : ;F / is isomorphic (as simplicial functors with stabilization
with Cn –action) to the n–th edgewise subdivision of THH.F IF /.

Lemma 4.3 For every mjn, the n–fold simplicial isomorphism

˛mW U n.F IP; : : : ;P /! U n=m.F IP y̋m; : : : ;P
y̋m/

of Lemma 2.6 is Cn=m –equivariant if we take diagonals. The composite of the equiv-
alence zU n.F IP; : : : ;P / '! U n.F IP / with the diagonal of ˛m factors to produce a
Cn=m –equivariant map:

zU n.F IP; : : : ;P /
D

��

z̨m // zU m=n.F IP y̋
m

F ; : : : ;P
y̋

m

F /

D

��

U n.F IP / ˛m // U n=m.F IP y̋
m

F /
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which is an equivalence and natural with respect to morphism pairs.

Proof This is formally true from the definitions. Given a simplicial Cn –set X� ,
the Cn fixed point space of the realization of X� is homeomorphic to the realization
of the simplicial set X

Cn
� obtained by taking fixed points degreewise. The same

is true for a simplicial Cn –CW–complex (or anything Cn –equivariantly homotopy
equivalent to one in each degree) and hence one can compute U n.F IP /.X /Cm

degreewise for every mjn. Similarly, since our model for homotopy colimits is
given by simplicial spaces, we see that if E is a functor from a small category C
to Cn –equivariant CW–complexes (or spaces Cn –equivariantly equivalent to them)
then .hocolimC2C E.C //Cn Š hocolimC2C E.C /Cn . Thus, U n.F IP /Cm for mjn is
naturally homeomorphic to the realization of

Œk� 7! U n.F IP /Cm

k
Š hocolimX2I kC1 Map

�
.StX /^n;

_
A2.AkC1/�n

V .X�nIA/
�Cm

:

We note further, that with the specified Cn –action, we have natural Cn=Cm Š Cn=m

equivariant homeomorphisms

..StX /^n/Cm Š .StX /^n=m;� _
A2.AkC1/�n

V .X�nIA/
�Cm

Š
_

A2.AkC1/�n=m

V .X�n=mIA/:(4-1)

We recall that if G is a group with normal subgroup H , and X and Y are G –spaces,
then there is a continuous map from Hom.X;Y /G to Hom.X H ;Y H /G=H given by
the restriction from X to X H ,

Hom.X;Y /G
resH

! Hom.X H ;Y /G D Hom.X H ;Y H /G=H :

Definition 4.4 For r , s and t integers greater than 0, we let

Resr W U rst .F IP /Cr s ! U st .F IP /Cs

be the map of simplicial functors with stabilization with Ct –action defined degreewise
by applying resCr and making the appropriate identifications by equation (4-1). Thus,

Res1 D id;

Resr Ress D Resr �s D Ress Resr :
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Lemma 4.5 For r , s and t integers greater than 0 the following diagram commutes:

U rst .F IP /Cr s
Resr

//

˛t

��

U st .F IP /Cs

˛t

��

U rs.F IP y̋ t /Cr s
Resr

// U s.F;P
y̋ t /Cs :

Proof As in the previous discussion, we check the claim simplicially.

U rst .F IP /Cr s

k
Š hocolimX2I kC1 Map

�
.StX /^rst ;

_
A2.AkC1/�r st

V .X�rst IA/
�Cr s

:

We consider the model of P
y̋ t arising from the diagonal of the .t�1/–simplicial

construction .� � � ..P y̋F P / y̋F P / y̋F � � � / y̋F P . Also, we consider the simplicial
model of U rs.F IP y̋ t / which is the diagonal on the simplicial structure of U and all
the simplicial structures of the P

y̋ t simultaneously. Then ˛t is induced by grouping
together the first .t � 1/.kC 1/C 1 coordinates in each t.kC1/–tuple of coordinates,
and sending them to the corresponding coordinate in P

y̋ t .

Therefore, if instead of looking at Crs –equivariant maps on the full .StX /^rst we
look at their restrictions to the Cr fixed point in the domain, which must land in that
part of the range whose coordinates repeat themselves in r blocks of ts.kC 1/, the
effect of grouping together before or after the r –fold repetition is the same.

Let N� be the natural numbers f1; 2; : : :g as a partially ordered set with n<m,mjn.
For F an FSP and P an F bimodule, we have a functor from N� to functors with
stabilization sending every natural number n to U n.F IP /Cn and every morphism
n<m to Resn=m :

Definition 4.6 Let F be an FSP and P an F –bimodule. For M a subcategory of N� ,
we set

WM.F IP /D holimn2M U n.F IP /Cn :

We will use simplified notation for various distinguished subcategories of N� as
follows. First, we set

W .F IP /DWN�.F IP /:
We let f� ng be the full subcategory of N� generated by f1; 2; : : : ; ng and write

Wn.F IP /DWf�ng.F IP /:
We let .p/ be the full subcategory of N� generated by the powers of p , .p/ D
f1;p;p2; : : :g and write

W .p/.F IP /DW.p/.F IP /
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(we use this notation so we can have room for a subscript). We also look at the full
subcategory of .p/ generated by f1;p; : : : ;png and write

W .p/
n .F IP /DWf1;p;:::;png.F IP /:

Definition 4.7 For n a natural number, we let

Wn.F IP / Rn!Wn�1.F IP /; W .p/
n .F IP / R

.p/
n! W

.p/
n�1

.F IP /
be the natural maps obtained by restriction to subcategories. Thus,

W .F IP /D holim1 n Wn.F IP /; W .p/.F IP /D holim1 n W .p/
n .F IP /

with structure maps given by the Rn ’s and R
.p/
n ’s, respectively.

5 The fiber of Rn and R
.p/
n

Our goal in this section is to identify the fiber of the maps Rn and R
.p/
n up to natural

equivalence with U n
hCn

and Upn

hCpn
. This was essentially done by Goodwillie in the

appendix to his MSRI notes [8]. Since these MSRI notes are not published, in this
section we reproduce what is needed from them (Definition 5.4, Proposition 5.5 and
Theorem 5.6 below) to establish the result. We have modified some of the constructions
found in [8] to make the proofs more transparent.

Let G be a group. Recall that for X a (pointed) space with G –action, the homotopy
orbit space of X is XhG DX ^G EGCD .X ^EGC/G ; this is the homotopy colimit
of the diagram consisting of all the elements of G acting on X . Therefore if f W X!Y

is an n–connected G –equivariant map then fhG is also n–connected. We note that if
F is a functor with stabilization with G –action, then X 7! F.X /hG is again naturally
a functor with stabilization.

The homotopy fixed-point space of X is X hGDmapG.EGC;X /Dmap�.EGC;X /
G .

If f W X!Y is a G –equivariant map which is also an equivalence, then f hG is also an
equivalence but . /hG does not preserve connectivity in general. Thus, if F is a functor
with stabilization then X 7! F.X /hG satisfies Definition 1.1(i) but not necessarily
Definition 1.1(ii), (iii) or (iv) and hence is not again a functor with stabilization.

Definition 5.1 A functor with structure will be a functor F from S� to S� together
with a natural transformation

�X ;Y W X ^F.Y /! F.X ^Y /
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which satisfies Definition 1.1(i) but not necessarily Definition 1.1(ii), (iii) or (iv). A
functor with structure over O for a set O is a functor from S� �O�O to S� such
that for all A;B 2O , FA;B. / is a functor with structure.

Definition 5.2 Let G be a group and F a functor with stabilization with G–action.
We define the homotopy orbits of F to be the functor with stabilization

FhG W X 7! hocolimm�
mŒF.†mX /�hG

and the homotopy fixed-points of F to be the functor with structure

FhG W X 7! hocolimm�
mŒhocolim`�

`F.†mC`X /�hG :

Remark 5.3 Since homotopy orbits are themselves a homotopy direct limit, the obvi-
ous map j.F�/hG j ! j.F�/jhG is an equivalence; but the analogous map j.F�/hG j !
jF�jhG is generally not an equivalence. That is, homotopy fixed points do not in general
commute with realizations.

We will now assume that G is a finite group, and define the Tate map, a chain of natural
maps of functors with structure from FhG to FhG . Before doing that, we establish a
sequence of natural equivalences

.GC ^F /hG '�1F ' .GC ^F /hG :

For X a G –space, we let  be the G –equivariant map

GC ^X Š
_
G

X
incl!
Y
G

X Šmap .GC;X /;

that is,

 .g^x/.u/D
�

x if g D u,
� otherwise.

If X is k –connected, then  is .2k�1/–connected by Blakers–Massey and we obtain
the diagram

(5-1)

.GC ^X /G X
Š //Šoo map.GC;X /G

'

��
.GC ^X /hG

'

OO

hG

��

map.GC;X /hG

map.GC;X /hG .GC ^X /hG :

hG

OO
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Since  is .2k�1/–connected, so is hG ; but we do not know anything about the
connectivity of  hG . If, however, F is functor with stabilization with G –action then
 induces an equivalence on the spectra associated to GC ^F !map.GC;F /, and
then  hG is a stable equivalence, that is, for all X we get that the composite map

(5-2)

Œhocolimn�
n.GC ^F.†nX //�hG

hG

��

Œhocolimn�
n map.GC;F.†nX /�hG

Š

��

Œhocolimn map.GC; �nF.†nX /�hG

is an equivalence. We also note that if G is a finite group, the natural G –equivariant
map

(5-3) hocolimn map.GC; �nF.†nX //
'!map.GC; hocolimn�

nF.†nX //

is an equivalence. Thus, we can assemble all these remarks to obtain the following
sequence of natural equivalences of spaces for G finite:

(5-4)

.GC ^F /hG.X /D hocolimn�
nŒ.GC ^F.†nX /hG �

'by .5-1/

��
�1F.X /D hocolimn�

nF.†nX /�

'by .5-1/
��

Œmap.GC; hocolimn�
nF.†nX /�hG

Œhocolimn�
n map.GC;F.†nX //�hG

'by .5-3/

OO

.GC ^F /hG.X /D Œhocolimn�
n.GC ^F.†nX //�hG

'by .5-2/

OO

The map on the last line is an equivalence since the previous lines show we already
have an omega-spectrum. The maps in (5-4) assemble (as X varies) into a natural
sequence of equivalences of functors with stabilization with G –action.

The Tate map uses (5-4) to construct a “map” from homotopy quotients to homotopy
fixed-points for a general functor with stabilization F . It uses the fact that for any
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G –space A, there is a homotopy equivalence EGC^A
'!A which is G –equivariant

to obtain natural equivalences on G –homotopy orbits and homotopy fixed points. Since
EGC is the realization of a simplicial G–set Œq� 7!VqC1

GC (the simplicial path
space of the bar construction for G , with G acting on the 0–th coordinate),

EGC ^F ŠG

ˇ̌̌̌
Œq� 7!

qC1^
GC ^F

ˇ̌̌̌
:

Definition 5.4 (Goodwillie) The Tate “map” is the following natural diagram:

FhG

.EGC ^F /hG

'

OO

Š

��

jŒq� 7! .
VqC1

GC ^F /jhG

jŒq� 7! .
VqC1

GC ^F /hG j

Š

OO

by .5-4/ '

��

jŒq� 7! .
VqC1

GC ^F /hG j

��

jŒq� 7! .
VqC1

GC ^F /jhG

Š

��

jEGC ^F jhG

'

��

FhG

(In the middle step,
VqC1

GC ^F should be viewed as GC ^
Vq

GC ^F .)

There is one case where the Tate map is easily seen to be an equivalence: when E is
a functor with stabilization with G–action and F DGC ^E . This follows from the
commuting diagram (using the maps induced by the projection map � which forgets
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the EG coordinate; they are equivalences since EG is contractible)

(5-5)

jŒq� 7! Œ
VqC1

GC ^ .GC ^E/�hG j
�� //

'by .5-4/

��

.GC ^E/hG

'by .5-4/

��

jŒq� 7! Œ
VqC1

GC ^ .GC ^E/�hG j

��

jŒq� 7! Œ
VqC1

GC ^ .GC ^E/�jhG
�� // .GC ^E/hG :

Another case which follows from this one is that of functors with stabilization of the
form map.GC;E/, where we have the stable equivalences of homotopy orbits hG

from (5-1) and of homotopy fixed-points  hG from (5-2).

Proposition 5.5 (Goodwillie) If F is either U ^E or map.U;E/, where E is a
functor with stabilization with G –action and U is a pointed finite free G –space (ie, a
simplicial G–set with finitely many nondegenerate nonbasepoint simplices permuted
freely by G ), then the Tate map for F is an equivalence.

The proof is by induction over skeleta; the cells attached at stage n are dealt with by
applying the above discussion to the case .E^Wt

Sn/^GC and map .
Wt

Sn^GC;E/,
using the fact that after we apply �1 , cofibrations become fibrations.

Theorem 5.6 (Goodwillie) Let U be a free finite based G –complex of dimension n

and W a .n�1/–connected based G–complex. Then the spectrum associated to the
functor with stabilization Map.U;W /G is naturally equivalent to that associated to
Map.U;W /hG .

Proof Consider the diagram

Map.U;W /G
˛!Map.U; hocolimk �

k.Sk ^W //G

ˇ!Map.U; hocolimk �
k.Sk ^W //hG

 .hocolimk �
k.Map.U; .Sk ^W //hG/

ı! hocolimk �
k.Map.U; .Sk ^W //hG/:

The first map, ˛ , is induced by the inclusion W ! hocolimk �
k.Sk ^W /. Since

W is .n�1/–connected this map is .2n�1/–connected. Since U is a free G–space
of dimension n, the map ˛ itself is then .n�1/–connected. The second map, ˇ , is
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the canonical map from fixed points to homotopy fixed points. It is an equivalence
because this is always so for function spaces map.U; ?/ where U and ? are G –spaces
and U is free. The third map,  , is an equivalence because U is a finite complex; this
has nothing to do with the G–action. The fourth map, ı , is the Tate map, and is an
equivalence by Proposition 5.5.

Definition 5.7 Let M�N� be a full subcategory, and let M 2M. Let p1; ; : : : ;pt

be the distinct prime divisors of M . For U �f1; : : : ; tg, we let hU iDQu2U pu (with
h∅i D 1). Assume M=hU i 2M for all U � f1; : : : ; tg, and let EM denote the full
subcategory of M with objects fM=hU ijU � f1; : : : ; tgg. We define EM �M to be
the full subcategory of EM generated by all the objects except M .

For the rest of this section, we will assume that M is a full subcategory of N� and
M 2M is such that M is covered by the object of, and compositions of the morphisms
of, EM and M�M (that is, there does not exist an M 0 2M�M such that M jM 0 ).

Since EM �M is the intersection of EM and M�M , for any functor F from M to
functors with stabilization the following natural diagram is homotopy cartesian:

holimM F //

��

holimM�M F

��
holim EM F // holim EM�M F

Since M is initial in EM , the natural map F.M /!holim EM F is an equivalence and the
homotopy fiber of the composite F.M /! holim EM�M F is naturally equivalent to the
total fiber of the t –dimensional cube determined by F on EM (see [9], Definition 1.1(b).

If we consider the functor n 7! U n.F IP /Cn from Definition 4.1, we see that the
homotopy fiber of the restriction map from WM.F IP / to WM�M .F IP / is naturally
equivalent to the total fiber of the t –dimensional cube determined by this functor
on EM . and since this functor takes values in simplicial functors with stabilization, this
total fiber is naturally equivalent to the realization of the total fibers computed in each
simplicial dimension separately.

Proposition 5.8 If M 2M is such that M does not divide any elements of M other
than itself, then there is a natural (in F and P ) chain of equivalences of functors with
stabilization

U M .F IP /hCM
' hofibŒWM.F IP /!WM�M .F IP /�:
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Proof For X 2 I
EkC1 , set

Z D .SX /^M ;

Y D V .X ;O/^M ;

(recall Definition 2.2), and x DPk
iD0 jXi j.

By the above remark,

hofibŒWM.F IP /!WM�M .F IP /�' hofibŒW EM .F IP /!W EM�M .F IP /�:
This is the total fiber of the t –dimensional cube

X .U /D U M=hU i.F IP /CM=hU i DMap.ZChU i ;Y /CM

with maps by restriction to fixed subsets. By applying the functor Map. ;Y /CM , we
see that this is the same as Map.U ;Y /CM for U the total cofiber of the t –dimensional
cube with Y.U /DZChU i and structure maps given by inclusion. Thus, U DZ=Z0

where Z0 is the pushout of the diagram

Z.U /D .SX /^.M=hU i/; U � f1; : : : ; ng; U 6D∅;

with the maps given by inclusions.

Now U is a finite free based CM –space of dimension M x . Since Y is .M x�1/–
connected, Map.U ;Y /CM is naturally equivalent to Map.U ;Y /hCM

by Theorem 5.6.
The quotient map Z! U produces a natural map

Map.U ;Y /hCM

�!Map.Z;Y /hCM
:

Since dim.Z0/DmaxfM x=pi j1� i � ng DM x=p (for p the smallest prime divisor
of M ) and S` ^Y is .`CM x�1/–connected, the map

Map.U ; .S` ^Y //!Map.Z; .S` ^Y //

is .`CM x.1�1=p/�1/–connected, hence � is .M x.1�1=p/�1/–connected. Since
the quotient map from Z to U is functorial in I

EkC1 , we can take the homotopy colimit
with respect to I

EkC1 and hence obtain an equivalence

hocolimI EkC1 Map.U ; .S` ^Y //! hocolimI EkC1 Map.Z; .S` ^Y //:

Thus, we have obtained a natural sequence of equivalences

.U M .F IP /Œk�/hM ' hofibŒWM.F IP /Œk�!WM�M .F IP /Œk��;
and these maps respect the simplicial operators.
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Corollary 5.9 For any FSP F and bimodule P there is a natural chain of equivalences
of functors

U n.F IP /hCn
' hofibŒWn.F IP / R!Wn�1.F IP /�;

U pn

.F IP /hCpn ' hofibŒW .p/
n .F IP / R!W

.p/
n�1

.F IP /�:

Corollary 5.10 Let P be a .k�1/–connected F –bimodule. The natural map

W .F IP / R!Wn.F IP /
is ..nC1/k�2/–connected and the natural map

W .p/.F IP / R.p/

! W .p/
n .F IP /

is .pnC1k�2/–connected.

Proof By Lemma 3.5, U n.F IP / is knC.n�1/–connected for all n � 1. Since
homotopy orbits preserve connectivity the result follows from Corollary 5.9.

6 Additional properties of U n

In this section we will develop several useful properties of U n (and therefore of W )
which will be needed to define the map from algebraic K–theory to W , and which
can also be useful in calculations. Two properties of particular importance are:
Proposition 6.13 allows us to use interchangeably the definition of U n.RIM / as in
Examples 1.4(ii), defined over a category consisting of a single point, which generalizes
the usual definition of THH.RIM / and is much easier to use for explicit calculations,
and the version U n.PR;M / defined over the category of finitely generated projective
R–modules, which generalizes the version of THH used in [5; 6]. Corollary 6.17 then al-
lows us to build U n.PR;M / by using Waldhausen’s S–construction on a smaller model
than the usual one—a model that is more similar to that used in defining K.RIM /.

These results are all analogous to results from [6], where they were proved for the THH
(ie U n for nD 1) case, with or without coefficients in a bimodule. We will restrict our
attention to FSP’s over small categories (note that in the [6] nomenclature, what we
here call an FSP is a unital ring functor; they reserve the name FSP for the case where
the category in question consists of a single point, as in Bökstedt’s original definition).
Later in the section we will restrict ourselves further to small linear categories (where
the homomorphism set between any two objects is an abelian group and composition
is bilinear).
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The proofs from [6] can be adapted as explained below to give homotopy equivalences
between U n.F IP1; : : : ;Pn/ for different FSP’s F over categories C and F –bimodules
P1; : : : ;Pn (the proofs that the maps are indeed homotopy equivalences work when the
bimodules are distinct; we mention only the case P1D � � � DPn , which is what we will
mostly use, in order to simplify notation). In all the cases, there are maps inducing these
homotopy equivalences which are naturally Cn –equivariant when P1D � � � DPn . This
turns out to be enough to show that they are Cn –equivalences: Using the fundamental
sequence of Proposition 5.8 (for M equal to all of n’s divisors), by induction on n

(since a Cn –equivariant map which is a homotopy equivalence induces a homotopy
equivalence on the Cn homotopy quotient) we can see that they induce an equivalence
on the Cn fixed points of U n . Using groupings U n.F IP /' U m.F IP y̋F n=m/ as in
Lemma 2.6 we can get an equivalence of the Cm fixed points for any mjn in a similar
way. Once we know that the maps in each of these claims are Cn equivalences, it
follows (except in Lemma 6.4 where the map is from a direct limits of U n ’s) that they
induce equivalences on W and all its variants as well.

If F is an FSP over a small category C and P an F –bimodule, then for any small
category D and functor �W D ! C we can get an FSP ��F over D by letting
��Fd;d 0.X /DF�.d/;�.d 0/.X / for all d; d 0 2D , X 2 S� . We can similarly define the
��F –bimodule ��P .

Lemma 6.1 Let �1; �2W D! C be two naturally isomorphic functors between small
categories, and let F be an FSP over C and P an F –bimodule. Then the natural
isomorphism induces a Cn –homeomorphism

U n.��1 .F /I��1 .P //
Š! U n.��2 .F /I��2 .P //

for all n and therefore a homeomorphism on W .

Proof Analogous to that of [6, Lemma 1.6.2]: the natural isomorphism � induces an
equivalence

F�.a/�1;�.b/.idX /W F�1.a/;�1.b/.X /
'! F�2.a/;�2.b/.X /

for all X , and similarly for P . These are compatible with the multiplicative structure.

Proposition 6.2 Let �W D! C be an equivalence of categories, and let F be an FSP
over C and P an F –bimodule. Then � induces a Cn –equivalence

U n.��.F /I��.P // '! U n.F IP /
and therefore an equivalence on W .
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Proof Use the natural transformation  W C!D so that both compositions are naturally
isomorphic to the identity and Lemma 6.1, as in the proof of [6, Lemma 1.6.6].

Example 6.3 Let C and D be small linear categories, with an equivalence of categories
�W D! C . Then we can look at the FSPs C and D , as defined in Examples 1.4(i).
There is a natural isomorphism between the FSPs ��C and D on D : Whenever the
identity is naturally isomorphic to a functor F W E ! E then F�W HomE.e1; e2/!
HomE.F.e1/;F.e2// is one-to-one and onto for all e1; e2 2 E (because if H W idE!F

is a natural isomorphism, for every ˛W e1 ! e2 , F.˛/ D H.e2/˛H.e1/
�1 ). So we

can use this on ��W HomD.d1; d2/!HomC.�.d1/; �.d2// and  �W HomC.c1; c2/!
HomD. .c1/;  .c2// first to establish that �� is one-to-one on morphism sets and  �

onto, and then in the opposite order to establish that  � is one-to-one on morphism
sets and �� onto.

Now say we have two functors F;GW C!B and a C–bimodule of the form Pa;b.X /D
B.F.a/;G.b//˝Z

zZŒX � (see Examples 1.7(iii) above). Then ��P is a bimodule on
the same form on D , corresponding to the functors F ı � and G ı � , and we get a
Cn –equivalence

U n.DI��P / '! U n.CIP /:

We now want to show that our construction of U n commutes with direct limits. Call the
category we are working on C , and assume that there is a directed set of subcategories Cj

of C , j 2 J , such that for any object c 2 C there is j 2 J with c 2 Cj . If J satisfies
this condition, we say that it is a saturated directed set in C . Note that this condition is
really a condition on the underlying sets of the small categories involved.

Lemma 6.4 If J is a saturated directed set in C , and F is an FSP on C with P an
F –bimodule, then we have a Cn –equivalence

lim
j2J

U n.F jCj
IP jCj

/
'! U n.F IP /:

Proof As in the proof of [6, Lemma 1.6.9], this follows from the fact that any map
from a sphere StX (which is compact) to V .X ; C/ (see Definition 2.3 above) has
a compact image, and therefore can intersect only finitely many summands which
each involve only finitely many elements of C , by commuting colimits and homotopy
colimits. The Cn equivalence of U n is proved as usual, but note that this lemma does
not imply a similar result for W because of the problem of commuting direct and
inverse limits.
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Lemma 6.5 If we have FSPs F and F 0 over C and bimodules P and P 0 over F

and F 0 , respectively, and a map .f;g/W .F IP /! .F 0IP 0/ (see Definition 1.6) so that
f and g induce a stable equivalence on the associated spectra F '! F0 , P '! P0 (see
Definition 1.2), then we have a Cn –equivalence

U n.F IP / .f Ig/�����! U n.F 0IP 0/
and therefore an equivalence on W .

Proof Since the associated spectra are all equivalent, we get an equivalence of the
k –simplices in U n for all n.

Given an FSP F1 over a small category C1 with an F1 –bimodule P1 , and an FSP F2

over a small category C2 with an F2 –bimodule P2 , one can define functors with
stabilization over C1 � C2

.F1 �F2/.a1;a2/;.b1;b2/.X /D .F1/a1;b1
.X /� .F2/a2;b2

.X /;

.F1 _F2/.a1;a2/;.b1;b2/.X /D .F1/a1;b1
.X /_ .F2/a2;b2

.X /:

Similar definitions can be made for bimodules. Note that F1 �F2 is an FSP; F1 _F2

has no unit, so is not an FSP. However the inclusion of the latter in the former induces
a stable equivalence of the associated spectra, so if one used the definition of U n on
F1_F2 with coefficients in P1_P2 , as in Lemma 6.5 above one would get the same
thing as U n.F1 �F2IP1 �P2/. One can also define an FSP over C1q C2

.F1qF2/a;b.X /D
8<:
.F1/a;b.X / if a; b 2 C1;

.F2/a;b.X / if a; b 2 C2;

� if a; b lie in different Ci ,

and similarly define an F1qF2 –bimodule P1qP2 .

Lemma 6.6 For FSPs F1 and F2 over small categories C1 and C2 , respectively, with
bimodules P1 and P2 we have a Cn –equivalence

U n.F1qF2IP1qP2/
'! U n.F1IP1/�U n.F2IP2/

inducing an equivalence on W .

Proof Following the proof of [6, Lemma 1.6.13], by picking X and looking at
V .X ; C1qC2/ calculated with respect to the FSP F1qF2 and the bimodule P1qP2 ,
shows that only summands which correspond to sequences of elements which are all
in C1 or all in C2 are nontrivial. Thus for every X we have

V .X ; C1q C2/D V.F1IP1/.X ; C1/_V.F2IP2/.X ; C2/;
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and so the limit of Map.StX ;V .X ; C1q C2// will be weakly equivalent to the limit
of Map.StX ;V.F1IP1/.X ; C1//�V.F2IP2/.X ; C2//.

Lemma 6.7 For FSPs F1 and F2 over small categories C1 and C2 , respectively,
with bimodules P1 and P2 . Then the projections to both coordinates define a Cn –
equivalence

U n.F1 �F2IP1 �P2/
'! U n.F1IP1/�U n.F2IP2/

inducing an equivalence on W .

Proof Call the map induced by the projections (which is a Cn –equivariant map) f ;
we need to show that it is an equivalence. Like in the proof of [6, Lemma 1.6.15], one
can construct a commutative diagram

U n.F1 _F2IP1 _P2/
g //

incl�
��

U n.F1qF2IP1qP2/

Lemma 6:6
��

U n.F1 �F2IP1 �P2/
f // U n.F1IP1/�U n.F2IP2/r

with the vertical maps weak equivalences. The map g is obtained by restricting the
maps

V.F1�F2IP1�P2/.X ; C1 � C2/! V.F1IP1/.X ; C1/�V.F2IP2/.X ; C2/

used to define f (induced by the product of the projections) to

V.F1_F2IP1_P2/.X ; C1 � C2/;

and observing that they give maps

V.F1_F2IP1_P2/.X ; C1 � C2/

! V.F1IP1/.X ; C1/_V.F2IP2/.X ; C2/D V.F1qF2IP1qP2/.X ; C1q C2/:

In the opposite direction, a map i W U n.F1qF2IP1qP2/! U n.F1 _F2IP1 _P2/

can be defined by first mapping C1qC2! C1�C2 using some fixed a2 C2 as a “filler”
second coordinate for C1 and some fixed b 2 C1 as a “filler” first coordinate for C2 , and
then mapping Fi or Pi into F1 _F2 or P1 _P2 , respectively. Now g ı i D id, and
the proof in [6, 1.6.15] works to show that i ıg Š id (if one ignores the cyclic action,
it does not matter whether the coordinates are the FSP or the bimodule). Since the
vertical maps are known to be equivalences, the fact that g is an equivalence implies
that f is one, too.
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Definition 6.8 Given a functor with stabilization A over C , we can define its `� `
matrices as a functor with stabilization over C` in two ways:

M`.A/.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/.X /D

Ỳ
rD1

_̀
sD1

Acr ;c
0
s
.X /;

M`.A/
_

.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/
.X /D

_̀
rD1

_̀
sD1

Acr ;c
0
s
.X /:

Now if F is an FSP , M`.F / is an FSP too, using matrix multiplication (see [6,
1.2.6]; since the FSP multiplication sends Fb;c.X /^Fa;b.Y /! Fa;c.X ^ Y /, one
should think of Acr ;c

0
s
.X / as the .s; r/–th entry in the matrix); M`.F /

_ using the
same multiplication does not have a unit but of course the associated spectra are stably
equivalent. If F is an FSP and P is an F –bimodule, M`.P / is a M`.F /–bimodule.

One can also define upper-triangular matrices (see above comment about indexing)

T`.A/.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/.X /D

Ỳ
rD1

r_
sD1

Acr ;c
0
s
.X /;

T`.A/
_

.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/
.X /D

_̀
rD1

r_
sD1

Acr ;c
0
s
.X /;

and again if F is an FSP then T`.F / is one too, and T`.A/; T`.A/
_ are stably

equivalent for any A.

Proposition 6.9 (Morita equivalence) Let F be an FSP on C and let P be an F –
bimodule. Then there is a Cn –equivalence

U n.F IP / '! U n.M`.F /IM`.P //

inducing an equivalence on W .

Proof We will define the map which induces this equivalence; it will as usual be
Cn –equivariant. The proof that it is a homotopy equivalence is completely analogous
to the proof [6, Proposition 1.6.18]. The map is defined by picking some element
c0 2 C , and using it to embed i W C ! C` by a 7! .a; c0; : : : ; c0/ on objects and
f 7! .f; idc0

; : : : ; idc0
/ on morphisms. Then on C we map F to i�Mn.F /

_ by
including, for every a; b 2 C and any finite simplicial X , Fa;b.X / as the .1; 1/–st
coordinate in Mn.F /

_
.a;c0;:::;c0/;.b;c0;:::;c0/

, which in turn includes into Mn.F /.
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Proposition 6.10 Let F be an FSP on C and let P be an F –bimodule. Then the in-
clusion of the diagonal matrices in the upper-triangular ones induces a Cn –equivalence

U n

� Ỳ
iD1

F I
Ỳ
iD1

P

�
'! U n.T`.F /IT`.P //

inducing an equivalence on W .

Proof There is an obvious map from the upper-triangular matrices to the diagonal
ones—collapsing all the off-diagonal terms—which shows that the above map must
be the inclusion of a retract. The proof that it is in fact an equivalence is analogous to
that of [6, Proposition 1.6.20], and is done by replacing U n.

Q`
iD1 F IQ`

iD1 P / with
the equivalent U n.

W`
iD1 F IW`

iD1 P / and U n.T`.F /IT`.P // with the equivalent
U n.T`.F /

_IT`.P /_/.

Definition 6.11 We now restrict ourselves to small linear categories C , to FSPs of the
form Ca;b D Ca;b˝Z

zZŒX �, as described in Examples 1.4, and to bimodules over them
of the form

Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z
zZŒX �

for some other linear category B and two functors G1;G2W C! B which respect the
linear structure of the morphism sets. In this case we can define FSPs

m`.C/.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/.X /D

�M̀
rD1

M̀
sD1

C.cr ; c
0
s/

�
˝Z
zZŒX �;

M`.C/˚.c1;:::;c`/;.c
0
1
;:::;c0

`
/
.X /D

M̀
rD1

M̀
sD1

C.cr ; c
0
s/˝Z

zZŒX �:

Observe that the two are, in fact, homeomorphic on any X . One can do the same
construction for matrices over P of the above form. Observe also that the obvious
inclusions M`.C/ ! M`.C/˚ , M`.P / ! M`.P /

˚ are stable equivalences, and
therefore by Lemma 6.5 above we have Cn –equivalences

U n.M`.C/IM`.P //
'! U n.M`.C/˚IM`.P /

˚/D U n.m`.C/Im`.P //:

One can similarly construct upper-triangular versions t`.C/, t`.P /, T`.C/˚ , T`.P /
˚

and get

U n.T`.C/IT`.P //
'! U n.T`.C/˚IT`.P /˚/D U n.t`.C/I t`.P //:
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Proposition 6.12 (Cofinality) Let D be a small additive category (that is, a small
linear category with a notion of ˚ on the objects which corresponds to taking the
direct sum of abelian groups on the morphisms, and with a zero object). Let C be a
full subcategory of it which is cofinal, that is, for any d 2D there is d 0 2D such that
d˚d 0 2 C . Let P be an FSP of the form Pa;b.X /DB.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � on D
for some additive category functors G1;G2W D ! B . Then the inclusion induces a
Cn –equivalence

U n.CIP jC/ '! U n.DIP /
and an equivalence on W .

Proof Since by construction P respects the direct sum structure, the proof of [6,
Lemma 2.1.1] works if we use it in some of the coordinates.

The following proposition connects U n.PRIP / with the definition of U of the FSP
associated to a ring with coefficients in a bimodule which is analogous to Bökstedt’s
original definition of THH in [2]. The former will be needed to construct the map
from K–theory in Section 9 below; the latter is more compact and easier to use for
calculations.

Proposition 6.13 (Another Morita equivalence) Let R be an associative ring with
unit. We can view R as the full subcategory on the rank 1 free module inside
PR , the category of finitely generated projective right R–modules. Let Pa;b.X / D
B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some additive category functors G1;G2W PR!B . Then
the inclusion R ,! PR induces a Cn –equivalence

U n.RIP jR/ '! U n.PRIP /

and an equivalence on W .

Proof Following the proof of [6, Proposition 2.1.5], we let FR be the category of
finitely generated free right R–modules, and Fk

R
its full subcategory on the modules

of rank less than or equal to k . Then the inclusion mk.R/ ,! Fk
R

, where we regard
mk.R/ as the full subcategory on a rank k free module, is an equivalence of categories.
Note that on the category with one object, the FSP m`.R/ of Definition 6.11 is the
same FSP as what we would call m`.R/, the one associated to the full subcategory
described above.
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So we get a commutative diagram of Cn –equivariant maps

U n.RIP jR/ //

Proposition 6:9

��

U n.PRIP / U n.FRIP jFR
/

Proposition 6:12oo

lim
k!1

U n.Mk.R/IMk.P jR//
Definition 6:11

# // lim
k!1

U n.mk.R/Imk.P jR//
Example 6:3
# // lim

k!1
U n.Fk

R
IP jFk

R
/

Lemma 6:4

OO

where the labels on the arrows indicate from where it follows that those maps are
homotopy equivalences. Thus the unlabeled map must be a homotopy equivalence as
well.

In [5] the authors construct a map from K.RIM / to topological Hochschild homology,
and then show that it is the map from K.RIM / to the first layer of its Goodwillie
Taylor tower. They start with another functor which maps very naturally to topological
Hochschild homology and then look at the functor induced on the Waldhausen S–
constructions of domain and range. In Section 9 below, we will follow the same
method. So we briefly recall the S–construction from [21; 5].

Given an exact category (an additive category with a compatible notion of exact
sequences) C , one can define for any n� 0 another exact category SnC whose objects
are sequences of admissible monomorphisms 0D c0 ,! c1 ,!� � � ,! cn with particular
identifications of cj=ci for all i � j , and whose morphisms are commuting diagrams.
Assembled over all n, with the obvious composition maps for @i , 0< i < n, omission
of and quotienting by c1 for @0 , and omission of cn for @n , these form a simplicial
exact category.

If the original category C is split exact, that is, all exact sequences split in it, then S:C
is a split simplicial exact category. One can take functors from small categories to
spaces or spectra and define them on a simplicial exact category levelwise, and then
realize. One can also define the iterated S–construction S .k/: C to be the simplicial
exact category obtained by taking the diagonal of the k –simplicial exact category one
would get by iterating the process k times.

Note that if C is a small exact category, and we have a bimodule over the FSP C of the
form Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some exact functors G1;G2 from C
to an exact category B , the Gi induce simplicial exact functors S:Gi W S:C! S:B and
so we can define a S:C bimodule

SnP
xa;xb
.X /D SnB.SnG1.xa/;SnG2.xb//˝Z

zZŒX �

for all xa; xb 2 SnC for all n� 0.
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Proposition 6.14 Let C be a split small exact category and let P be a bimodule over
the FSP C of the form Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some exact functors
G1;G2W C! B . Then there is a Cn –equivalence

U n.CIP / '!�jU n.S:CIS:P /j
induced by the adjoint to the map †U n.CIP /! jU n.S:CIS:P /j coming from the
identification of S0C with the trivial category and S1C with C via f0 ,! cg $ c . This
equivalence yields an equivalence

W .CIP / '!�jW .S:CIS:P /j:

Proof As in the proof of [6, Proposition 2.1.3], the key point is that because C
is split exact, for any k � 0, if we look at the functor Ck ' f!SkC defined by
.c1; : : : ; ck/ 7! f0 ,! c1 ,! c1˚ c2 ,! � � � ,! c1˚ � � � ˚ ckg, it is an equivalence of
categories. The morphisms of SkC pull back exactly to the upper-triangular matrices
so f �.SkC/ D tk.C/ of Definition 6.11 above. Similarly, since the Gi are exact
functors, they send direct sums to direct sums, and so P preserves direct sums and
f �.SkP / D tk.P /. We also want to look at the functor SkC ' g!Ck sending
f0 ,! c1 ,! c2 ,! � � � ,! ck/ 7! .c1; c2=c1; : : : ; ck=ck�1/. We get a commutative
diagram of Cn –equivariant maps

U n.SkCISkP /
g� //

f� Example 6:3
��

U n.
Qk

iD1 CI
Qk

iD1 P /
Lemma 6:7 // U n.CIP /k

U n.tk.C/I tk.P // Definition 6:11// U n.Tk.C/ITk.P //

Proposition 6:10

OO

where the labels on the arrows indicate from where it follows that those maps are
homotopy equivalences. We deduce that U n.SkCISkP /

'! U n.CIP /k for every k .

We will show that if we apply the maps g� , followed by the projections of Lemma 6.7,
levelwise, we get an equivalence jU n.S:CIS:P /j '! jB:U n.CIP /j compatible with
the identifications U n.S1CIS1P /D U n.CIP /D B1U n.CIP /, which will complete
our proof. (The classifying space B: is taken with respect to the operation induced by
the abelian group structure on the morphism sets of C .) To show this, we consider that
for any simplicial object X: one can look at its simplicial path space .PX /: defined
by .PX /k DXkC1 with the original @0; : : : @k and s0; : : : ; sk as structure maps. The
“extra” degeneracy map skC1 from .PX /k to .PX /kC1 allows us to embed the cone
on j.PX /:j in j.PX /:j, showing that j.PX /:j is contractible. The “extra” boundary
map @kC1W .PX /n!Xn is a simplicial map. Then we have a commutative diagram
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for each k

U n.CIP / .s0/
k
� //

��

U n.PSkCIPSkP /
.@kC1/� //

��

U n.SkCISkP /

��
U n.CIP / // .PB/k.U

n.CIP /D U n.CIP /kC1 // Bk.U
n.CIP /D U n.CIP /k

where the vertical arrows are the maps g� followed by the projections of Lemma 6.7,
so we know that they are all equivalences, and the bottom row is the trivial product
fibration, inserting U n.CIP / in the last coordinate. The two fibrations are therefore
homotopy equivalent.

Proposition 6.15 Let C be a split small exact category and let P be a bimodule over
the FSP C of the form Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some exact functors
G1;G2W C! B . Then there is a Cn –equivalence

lim
k!1

�kU n
0 .S

.k/CIS .k/P / '! lim
k!1

�kU n.S .k/CIS .k/P /:

Proof This is analogous to the proof of [6, Proposition 2.2.3], but is done simulta-
neously in all n blocks. As usual, we will prove that for all n the given map, which
respects the Cn action, is a homotopy equivalence, and the Cn –equivalence will follow
by induction.

As in [6, Sections 2.0.7 and 2.2.1], we can replace U n.C;P / by the simplicial abelian
group R:.C/ with

Rp.C/D hocolimX2I n.pC1/ �tX
M

.c1;0;:::;c1;p;c2;0;:::;cn;p/2Cn.pC1/�
sB.G1.a1;0/;G2.a1;�1//˝ zZŒsC.a1;1; a1;0/�

˝ � � �˝ zZŒsC.a1;p; a1;p�1/�˝ zZŒsB.G1.a2;0/;G2.a2;�1//�

˝ � � �˝ zZŒsC.a2;p; a2;p�1/�˝ � � �˝ zZŒsC.an;p; an;p�1/�
�
;

where sB , sC denote the categories of simplicial objects in B , C ,

a1;�1 D cn;p˝ zZŒStX �;

for 1< i � n,
ai;�1 D ci�1;p˝ zZŒSt.k;l/>.i�1;p/Xk;l �;

and for 1� i � n, 0� j � p

ai;j D ci;j ˝ zZŒSt.k;l/>.i;j /Xk;l �:
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The ordering on pairs of indices is lexicographic.

For every p , then, Rp clearly satisfies the requirements of [6, Lemma 2.2.2], yielding

d0C d2 ' d1W lim
k!1

�kRp.S
.k/S2C/! lim

k!1
�kRp.S

.k/C/:

For every p we have maps

R0.C/
s

p

0!Rp.C/
d

p

0!R0.C/

with d
p
0
ı s

p
0
D idR0.C/ . We will show that s

p
0
ı d

p
0
' idRp.C/ as well, so that the

Rp.C/ are all homotopy equivalent to R0.C/.

Since d
p�1
0
ı di D d

p
0

, 0 � i < p , these di W Rp.C/ ! Rp�1.C/ are homotopy
equivalences compatible with the equivalence Rp.C/!R0.C/. Since d

pC1
0
ısi D d

p
0

for all 0� i �p , si W Rp.C/!RpC1.C/ are similarly compatible. One could, similarly
to the calculation we are about to make, show that d1 ı d2 ı � � � ı dpW Rp.C/!R0.C/
is a homotopy inverse of s

p
0

, which implies that dpW Rp.C/ ! Rp�1.C/ is also a
homotopy equivalence compatible with the equivalence Rp.C/!R0.C/. Thus

jfp 7!Rp.C/gj D hocolim R0.C/'R0.C/;

where the homotopy colimit is taken over the cosimplicial category, and the last
equivalence is because all the maps involved are homotopic to the identity and the
homotopy colimit of a point over the category is contractible.

To define the homotopy s
p
0
ıd

p
0
' idRp.C/ for a fixed p , note that Rp.C/ is generated

by products of blocks of maps

˛i;0W G1.ai;0/!G2.ai�1;p/

ai;0

˛i;1 �� ai;1

˛i;2 �� ai;2

˛i;3 �� � � � ˛i;p �� ai;p

for all 1 � i � n (defining a�1;p D an;p ). We can write such a generator as ˛ D
.˛1;0; ˛1;1; : : : ; ˛1;p; ˛2;0; : : : ; ˛n;0; ˛n;1; : : : ; ˛n;p/. Define

ˇi;j D ˛i;j ı˛i;jC1 ı � � � ı˛i;pW ai;p! ai;j�1

for 1� j � p and

ˇi D ˛i;0 ıG1.ˇi;1/W G1.ai;p/!G2.ai�1;p/:

Then

s
p
0
ıdp

0
.˛/D .ˇ1; ida1;p

; : : : ; ida1;p
; ˇ2; ida2;p

; : : : ; ida2;p
; : : : ; ˇn; idan;p

; : : : ; idan;p
/:
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Now define t i
id.˛/ for 1� i � n to consist of

G2.ai�1;p/

G2.i1/

��

G1.ai;p/
0oo

G1.i1/

��
G2.ai�1;p˚ ai�1;p/

G2.�2/

��

G1.ai;p˚ ai;0/

G1.�2/

��

G2.�/˛i;0G1.�2/oo

G2.ai�1;p/ G1.ai;0/
˛i;0oo

ai;p

i1

��

ai;p

i1

��

� � � ai;p

i1

��
ai;p˚ ai;0

�2

��

ai;p˚ ai;1

�2

��

id˚˛i;1oo � � �id˚˛i;2oo ai;p˚ ai;p

�2

��

id˚˛i;poo

ai;0 ai;1
˛i;1oo � � �˛i;2oo ai;p;

˛i;poo

where i1 is the inclusion into the first factor in the direct sum and �2 the projection
into the second. Then the map

˛ 7! .t1
id.˛/; t

2
id.˛/; : : : ; t

n
id.˛//

induces a map

TidW Rp.C/!Rp.S2C/:

Also, define t i
ˇi
.˛/ for 1� i � n to consist of

G2.ai�1;p/

G2.�/

��

G1.ai;p/
ˇioo

G1..id˚ˇi;1/�/

��
G2.ai�1;p˚ ai�1;p/:

G2.id;� id/
��

G1.ai;p˚ ai;0/
G2.�/˛i;0G1.�2/oo

G1.ˇi;1;� id/
��

G2.ai�1;p/ G1.ai;0/;
0oo
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ai;p:

.id˚ˇi;1/�

��

ai;p

.id˚ˇi;2/�

��

� � � ai;p

�
��

ai;p˚ ai;0

.ˇi;1;� id/
��

ai;p˚ ai;1

.ˇi;2;� id/
��

id˚˛i;1oo � � �id˚˛i;2oo ai;p˚ ai;p:

.id;� id/
��

id˚˛i;poo

ai;0 ai;1
˛i;1oo � � �˛i;2oo ai;p:

˛i;poo

The map

˛ 7! .t1
ˇ1
.˛/; t2

ˇ2
.˛/; : : : ; tn

ˇn
.˛//

induces a map

TˇW Rp.C/!Rp.S2C/:

Recall that for c1 ,! c2 with an identification of c2=c1 in S2C , d0 is c2=c1 , d1 is c2 ,
and d2 is c1 . Thus

d0Tid D id d0Tˇ D 0;

d1Tid D d1Tˇ;

d2Tid D 0 d2Tˇ D s
p
0
ı d

p
0
:

Thus the induced maps

lim
k!1

�kRp.S
.k/C/! lim

k!1
�kRp.S

.k/S2C/
dj! lim

k!1
�kRp.S

.k/C/

satisfy

idD d0Tid ' d1Tid D d1Tˇ ' d2Tˇ D s
p
0
ı d

p
0
;

where the homotopies use the homotopy d0Cd2 ' d1W limk!1�
kRp.S

.k/S2C/!
limk!1�

kRp.S
.k/C/ mentioned above, along with the vanishing of d2Tid , d0Tˇ .

Proposition 6.16 Let C be a split small exact category and let P be a bimodule over
the FSP C of the form Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some exact functors
G1;G2W C! B . Then there is a Cn –equivalence

lim
k!1

�k
_

c2S.k/C

U n
0 .S

.k/Cjc IS .k/P jc/ '! lim
k!1

�kU n
0 .S

.k/CIS .k/P /:
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Proof As in the proof of Proposition 6.15 above, we replace U n
0

by the abelian
group R0 ; the corresponding replacement for

W
c2C U n

0
.Cjc ;P jc/ is

R0.C/D
M
c2C

hocolimX2I n.pC1/ �tX
�
sB.G1.a

0
1/;G2.a

0
0//

˝ zZŒsB.G1.a
0
2/;G2.a

0
1/�˝ � � �˝ zZŒsB.G1.a

0
n/;G2.a

0
n�1/�

�
' hocolimX2I n.pC1/ �tX

M
c2C

�
sB.G1.a

0
1/;G2.a

0
0//

˝ zZŒsB.G1.a
0
2/;G2.a

0
1/�˝ � � �˝ zZŒsB.G1.a

0
n/;G2.a

0
n�1/�

�
;

where a0
0
D c˝ zZŒStX �; a0

1
D c˝ zZŒSX2t���tXn �; : : : ; a0

n�1
D c˝ zZŒSXn �; a0n D c .

We have the obvious inclusion i and map j

i W R0.C/ i!R0.C/; R0.C/
j!R0.C/

sending each summand corresponding to .c1; : : : ; cn/ 2 Cn in R0.C/ to the summand
corresponding to c D c1 ˚ � � � ˚ cn in R0.C/ via the map induced by the obvious
inclusions and projections

cj

ij! c1˚ � � �˚ cn

�j! cj ;

sB.G1.�1/;G2.in//˝ zZŒsB.G1.�2/;G2.i1/�˝ � � �˝ zZŒsB.G1.�n/;G2.in�1/�:

Since R0 satisfies the requirements of [6, Lemma 2.2.2],

d0C d2 ' d1W lim
k!1

�kR0.S
.k/S2C/! lim

k!1
�kR0.S

.k/C/:

Define a map T W R0.C/!R0.S2C/ by sending

G2.a0/ G1.a1/
˛1oo G2.a1/ G1.a2/

˛2oo � � � G2.an�1/ G1.an/
˛noo

to

G2.a0/

G2.in/
��

G1.a1/

G1.i1/
��

˛1oo

G2.a
0
0
/

G2.pn/

��

G1.a
0
1
/

G1.p1/

��

1oo

G2.a
00
0
/ G1.a

00
1
/

0oo

G2.a1/

G2.i1/
��

G1.a2/

G1.i2/
��

˛2oo

G2.a
0
1
/

G2.p1/

��

G1.a
0
2
/

G1.p2/

��

2oo

G2.a
00
1
/ G1.a

00
2
/

0oo

� � � G2.an�1/

G2.in�1/
��

G1.an/

G1.in/

��

˛noo

G2.a
0
n�1

/

G2.pn�1/

��

G1.a
0
n/

G1.pn/

��

noo

G2.a
00
n�1

/ G1.a
00
n/

0oo
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where j DG2.ij�1/ j̨ G1.�j / (with i0 defined as in ), and for all 0� i � n (with 0

cyclically identified with n as an index for the ci as usual),

ai D ci ˝ zZŒStj >i Xj �;

a0i D c˝ zZŒStj >i Xj �;

a00i D
M
k¤i

ck ˝ zZŒStj >i Xj �:

By construction we have short exact sequences

0! aj

ij! a0j
pj! a00j ! 0:

We have d0T D 0, d2T D id, and d1T D i ı j , so on limk!1�
kR0.S

.k/C/,

idD d2T D d0T C d2T ' d1T D i ı j:

Now j ı i is not equal to the identity, but note that the map T above sends R0.C/
to R0.S2C/ and R0 also satisfies the conditions of [6, Lemma 2.2.2], so the formula
for T also gives a homotopy j ı i ' idlimk!1�kR0.S.k/C/ .

Corollary 6.17 Let C be a split small exact category and let P be a bimodule over
the FSP C of the form Pa;b.X /D B.G1.a/;G2.b//˝Z

zZŒX � for some exact functors
G1;G2W C! B . Then there is a Cn –equivalence

lim
k!1

�k
_

c2S.k/C

U n
0 .S

.k/Cjc IS .k/P jc/ '! lim
k!1

�kU n.S .k/CIS .k/P /:

7 Cubical diagrams and analyticity

In this section we recall some definitions and terminology from [G2] and show that the
functor W .F IP ˝�/ is 0–analytic. Working with a functor from spaces to spectra
allows us to apply [9; 10] directly, as opposed to studying the functor W .F I �/ from
F –bimodules to spectra and having to adapt the results to a Goodwillie calculus of
functors in that setting.

For S a finite set, let P.S/ be the poset of all subsets of S . An S –cube (or n–cube
where nD jS j) in a category C is a functor X from P.S/ to C . Thus, a 0–cube is an
object of C , a 1–cube is a morphism and a 2–cube is a commuting square in C .

Let X be an S –cube of spaces or spectra. Since ∅ is initial in S , X .∅/! holimS X
is an equivalence. Let P0.S/ be the poset of nonempty subsets of S . The homotopy
fiber of X is

hofib.X /D hofib.X .∅/ ˛! holimP0.S/X /:
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The cube X is called k –Cartesian if ˛ is k –connected and Cartesian if ˛ is an
equivalence.

Since S is final in P.S/, colimP.S/X ! X .S/ is an equivalence. Let P1.S/ be the
poset of T � S such that T ¤ S . The homotopy cofiber of X is

hocofib.X /D hocofib.hocolimP1.S/X
ˇ! X .S//:

The cube X is called k –co-Cartesian if ˇ is k –connected and co-Cartesian if ˇ is
an equivalence.

Let F be a fixed FSP. Then the above definitions for functors from spectra to spectra
generalize in the obvious way to the category of F –bimodules: Recall that a morphism
of F –bimodules is k –connected if for all A;B 2O , the map of associated spectra fA;B

is k –connected; we will call a cubical diagram X of F –bimodules (or functors with
stabilization) k –(co)Cartesian if for all A;B2O its associated diagram of spectra XA;B

is k –(co-)Cartesian.

Definition 7.1 An S –cube X of spaces or spectra is strongly (co-)Cartesian if each
face of dimension � 2 is (co-)Cartesian.

Definition 7.2 Let F be a homotopy functor from C to D . Then F is n–excisive, or
satisfies n–th order excision, if for every strongly co-Cartesian .nC1/–cubical diagram
X W P.S/! C the diagram F.X / is Cartesian.

Example 7.3 By [9, Proposition 3.4], if M W C�r ! D is ni –excisive in the i –th
variable for all 1� i � r , then the composition with the diagonal inclusion C! C�r is
n–excisive with nDn1C� � �Cnr . Thus, by [9, Lemma 3.3], U n.F I / is an n–excisive
functor.

Example 7.4 Spectra have the nice property that for n–cubes of spectra, “k –Cartesian”
D“.kCn�1/–co-Cartesian” [9, 1.19] and hence, by definition, the category of F –
bimodules (or functors with stabilization) also shares this property. In particular,
every co-Cartesian diagram of F –bimodules is Cartesian and thus for any FSP F , the
identity functor from F –bimodules to itself is 1–excisive. More generally, given a
unital map f W F!F 0 of FSP’s, the functor f � from F 0–bimodules to F –bimodules
is 1–excisive.

Example 7.5 The functor �1 from F –bimodules to �1F –bimodules is 1–excisive
(since id '!!�1 ). Since F maps to �1F , one can regard the resulting �1F –
bimodules as F –bimodules again. Thus one can replace every strong cofibration square
of F –bimodules by an equivalent strong co-Cartesian square of F –bimodules for which
the associated spectra sending n to the value of the functor on Sn are �–spectra.
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Definition 7.6 Given a functor with stabilization Q, we let Q� denote the homotopy
functor X 7! Q.X / which is necessarily reduced (Q.�/ ' �). Then �1Q� is a
1–excisive functor from spaces to spaces which satisfies the limit axiom. We recall
from [7, 1.7] that a homotopy functor G satisfies the limit axiom if for all spaces X ,

hocolimY�X G.Y /
'!G.X /

where the limit system runs over all compact CW-subspaces, with maps being the
inclusions.

Definition 7.7 (Goodwillie [9]) Let F be a homotopy functor from C to D . Then
F is stably n–excisive, or satisfies stable n–th order excision, if the following is true
for some numbers c and � :

En.c; �/: If X W P.S/! C is any strongly co-Cartesian .nC1/–cube such that for all
s 2 S the map X .∅/!X .s/ is ks –connected and ks � � , then the diagram F.X / is
.�cC†ks/–Cartesian.

If En.c; �/ holds for all � then we simply say that F satisfies En.c/.

Example 7.8 Every n–excisive functor satisfies En.c/ for all c .

Example 7.9 If F� is a simplicial object of functors from spaces or spectra to spectra
satisfying En.c; �/, then the realized functor jF�j (to spectra) also satisfies En.c; �/.
This is because the realization functor is equivalent to a homotopy colimit which
preserves connectivity and commutes with finite homotopy inverse limits (because we
are working with spectra).

Example 7.10 For any functor with stabilization P , the functor from spaces to functors
with stabilization sending a space X to the functor with stabilization P ˝X W Y 7!
P .Y /^X is 1–excisive, and the functor from functors with stabilization to spaces
defined by P 7! hocolimX2I map.SX ;P .SX // is 1–excisive.

Definition 7.11 (Goodwillie [9]) The functor F is �–analytic if there is some
number q such that F satisfies En.n�� q; �C 1/ for all n� 1.

Definition 7.12 Given an F –bimodule P , write U n.F IP˝�/ and WM.F IP˝�/
for the homotopy functors from spaces to simplicial functors with stabilization defined
by composition with the functor P˝� (of Example 7.10) from spaces to F –bimodules.
We note that U n.F IP ˝�/ satisfies the limit axiom but WM.F IP ˝�/ only does if
M is finite or P is 0–connective.
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Example 7.13 For any mjn and F –bimodule P , the functor U n.F IP˝�/hCm
from

space to functors with stabilization is n–excisive and satisfies Ek.0/ for all k � 1 and
hence is �1–analytic.

Proof (after [9, 4.4]) Since homotopy orbits preserve connectivity and commute with
finite homotopy inverse limits, it suffices to show the result for U n.F IP ˝�/.
By Example 7.5, we may assume P is an � F–bimodule. Now U n.F IP ˝�/ is
the diagonal on an n–multiexcisive functor so by Example 7.3it is n–excisive. By
[9, Proposition 3.2], being n–excisive implies being k –excisive for all k � n, which
implies (as observed in Example 7.8 above) that U n.F IP ˝�/ satisfies Ek.c/ for all
k � n and all c . Below we will show that for all k � 1, U n.F IP˝�/ satisfies Ek.0/.
Once we know that, we can take q D �n and get that for all k � 1, U n.F IP ˝�/
satisfies Ek.�kC n; 0/ and so it is �1–analytic.

By Example 7.9, to show that U n.F IP ˝�/ satisfies Ek.0/ it suffices to show that
U n.F IP ˝�/Œm� satisfies Ek.0/ for all k � 1 and m� 0, so we fix m and consider
U n.F IP ˝�/Œm� .
Let X be a strongly co-Cartesian S –cube of F –bimodules such that X .∅/! X .s/
is ks –connected for s 2 S . Now for any space Z , the spectra

U n.F IP /Œm� ^
n̂

Z ' U n.F IP ˝Z/Œm�

are equivalent. By [9, Example 4.4], ^nX is †ksC n–co-Cartesian (reduce to a CW
case and consider cells), thus U n.F IP ˝X /Œm� is a †ksC n–co-Cartesian diagram
of spectra and so a †ks –Cartesian diagram of spectra.

Proposition 7.14 Let M�N� be such that for all M 2M, EM �M (notation as
in Proposition 5.8). Then for F –bimodules P , WM.F IP ˝�/ satisfies En.1/ for all
n� 1 and hence is 0–analytic.

Proof Note, if M � N� is finite, then there exists an M 2M such that M is
covered by EM and M�M (as in Proposition 5.8). Thus, by Proposition 5.8 we have
a natural fibration

U M .F IP˝�/hCM
! holimMU.F IP˝�/jM Res! holimM�M U.F IP˝�/jM�M :

By Example 7.13, U M
hCM

satisfies En.0/. Now M�M is again such that if M 0 2
M�M then EM 0 �M�M and so by induction on the number of objects of M,
holimM�M U.F IP ˝�/jM�M satisfies En.0/ and hence holimMU.F IP ˝�/ sat-
isfies En.0/ too.
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In general, WM.F IP ˝�/ can be written as

WM.F IP ˝�/' holim1 n WMn
.F IP ˝�/

for Mn finite and as above. Now since homotopy inverse limits commute, the homotopy
fiber of WM.F IP˝�/ on a strongly co-Cartesian .nC1/–cube is the homotopy inverse
limit of the homotopy fibers of the WMn

.F IP˝�/ on that cube. By [4, XI.7.4], there
is a natural short exact sequence

0! lim1
n!1�iC1.the homotopy fiber of WMn

/! �i.the homotopy fiber of WM/

! limn!1�i.the homotopy fiber of WMn
/! 0;

and since the homotopy fibers of the WMn
are †ks –connected, the homotopy fiber of

WM must be �1C†ks –connected. So WM.F IP ˝�/ always satisfies En.1/.

Remark 7.15 Certainly Proposition 7.14 holds for more general categories M but
what is proven suffices for our purposes. For example, using EM and the equivalence

U M . /CM
'! holim EM U.F IP ˝�/j EM

(M is initial in EM ) we see that U M .F IP ˝�/CM also satisfies En.0/.

8 Taylor towers and WM.F IP ˝�/

We now want to identify the Taylor tower for W .F IP ˝�/ and W .p/.F IP ˝�/
when P is an F –bimodule. Technically, what we will write down is what one might
call the Maclaurin series since it is the Taylor tower at the basepoint. We will be using
universal properties and the results of Section 6.

Recall that for a �–analytic functor F there is an n–excisive homotopy functor called
the n–th degree Taylor polynomial which we write as PnF . We also define

DnF D hofib.PnF
qnF���! Pn�1F /:

Terminology An admissible sequence fx1; : : : ;xng is a (possibly infinite) strictly
increasing sequence of positive integers such that

(i) x1 D 1.

(ii) if mjxj then xj=m 2 fx1; : : : ;xj�1g.

Note that if fx1; : : : ;xng is an admissible sequence then so is fx1; : : : ;xn�1g. Some ex-
amples of admissible sequences are: f1; 2; 3; : : :g, f1;p;p2; : : :g, f1;p; q;pqg where
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p and q are prime. Any multiplicatively closed subset of N � which contains all its
prime divisors and 1 determines an admissible sequence and every admissible sequence
is a subsequence of one obtained in this manner.

Given an admissible sequence fx1; : : : ;xn : : :g, let EXj � N� be the full subcate-
gory generated by fx1; : : : ;xj g. Thus, Xj � XjC1 and XjC1 is covered (as in
Proposition 5.8) by Xj and ExjC1 . Let X be the full subcategory generated by all xi ’s.

Proposition 8.1 Given an admissible sequence fx1;x2; : : :g and an F –bimodule P ,
then

Dn.WXj
.F IP ˝�//'

�
U n.F IP ˝�/hCn

if n 2 fx1; : : : ;xj g;
� otherwise,

Pn.WXj
.F IP ˝�//'

�
WXk

.F IP ˝�/ where xk � n< xkC1, k < j ,
WXj

.F IP ˝�/ where xj � n,

Dn.WX .F IP ˝�//'
�

U n.F IP ˝�/hCn
if n 2 fx1; : : :g,

� otherwise,
Pn.WX .F IP ˝�//'WXk

.F IP ˝�/ where xk � n< xkC1;

with structure maps qnW Pn! Pn�1 given by restriction to subcategories.

Proof In order to ease notation, we will drop F and P from our notation so that WX
will represent WX .F IP ˝�/.
We recall from [10] the following facts about Pn (at the space consisting of a sin-
gle point) and the natural transformation pnW id! Pn : the natural transformation
F 7! PnF preserves equivalences and fibrations of functors. For F �–analytic, the
natural transformation pnF W F ! PnF is universal with respect to mapping F to an
n–excisive functor which agrees with it to order n, that is, so that for some constant
q , pnF is at least nkC qCk –connected on k –connected spaces for k � � (see [10],
just after the proof of Proposition 1.6).

We will use the fibration

U
xj

hCxj

' hofibŒWXj

res!WXj�1
�

from Proposition 5.8. By [9, Example 3.5], U n
hCn

is an n–excisive functor. If F 00!
F ! F 0 is a fibration of homotopy functors and both F 00 and F 0 satisfy En.c/, then
F satisfies En.c/ also. So by induction and Proposition 7.14, WXj

is 0–analytic and
xj –excisive.
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By the universality of PnF , if F is 0–analytic and m–excisive, the natural transfor-
mation F ! PnF is an equivalence for all n�m on all 0–connected spaces and so a
stable equivalence for those n. Therefore Pn.WXj

/'WXj
for all n� xj .

Now the connectivity condition in the universal property of Pn shows that U n
hCn

is in
fact a homogenous n–excisive functor, ie

Pk.U
n
hCn

/D
�

U n
hCn

if k � n,
� if k < n.

Using the fibration of Proposition 5.8 again, this implies that Pk.res/W Pk.WXj
/!

Pk.WXj�1
/ is an equivalence for k < xj , so the first two results follow by induction

on j .

As in Corollary 5.10, we see that resW WX!WXj
is .xjC1.kC1/�2/–connected for X

k –connected. Since xjC1 � xj C 1, this implies ..xjC1/.kC1/�2/–connectedness,
that is, .xj kCxj�1Ck/–connectedness. Thus, by the universal property of pxj

,
resW Pxj

WX ! Pxj
WXj

is an equivalence. The formula for the layers DnWX now
follows by induction since we know the layers DnWXj

for all j and n.

Corollary 8.2 For any FSP F and linear bimodule P , one has

Dn.W .F IP ˝�//' U n.F IP ˝�/hCn
;

Pn.W .F IP ˝�//'Wn.F IP ˝�/;

Dn.W
.p/.F IP ˝�//'

�
U pk

.F IP ˝�/hC
pk

if nD pk ,

� otherwise,

Pn.W
.p/.F IP ˝�//'W

.p/

k
.F IP ˝�/ wherepk � n< pkC1;

with structure maps qnW Pn! Pn�1 given by restriction to subcategories.

9 Relating K.R Ë eM ŒX �/ to W.RIM ˝†X/

When R is an associative ring with unit and M is a simplicial R–bimodule, Dundas
and McCarthy defined in [5] the invariant K.RIM /. For M discrete, this is the
algebraic K–theory of the exact category whose objects are .P; ˛/, where P is a
finitely generated projective R–module and ˛W P!P˝RM is a right R–module map,
and whose morphisms from .P; ˛/ to .Q; ˇ/ are right R–module homomorphisms
f W P !Q such that ˇ ı f D .f ˝ 1M / ı˛ . For M a simplicial R–bimodule, this
definition is applied degreewise. In Theorem 4.1 there, Dundas and McCarthy show
that there is a natural homotopy equivalence

K.R Ë M /'K.RIB:M /
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where B:M ' �M ŒS1� is the bar construction on M . The functoriality of this
identification means that the direct summand K.R/ D K.RI 0/ maps compatibly
to both sides, so we have a natural equivalence on the reduced theories zK.R Ë M /'
zK.RIB:M / as well. The argument in [5] goes on to show that topological Hochschild

homology THH.RIM / is the first derivative at the one-point space � of the functor
X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/:

Now [19, Proposition 3.2] says that the functor X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/ is 0–analytic. We
want to show that for connected X , this functor is naturally homotopy equivalent
to the functor X 7! W .RI �M ŒX �/ ' W .RIM ˝ X /, which is also 0–analytic by
Proposition 6.14 above. Here R is the FSP associated (as in Examples 1.4(ii)) to the
category having a single object and R as its morphism set, and M is the R–bimodule
sending X 7! zM ŒX �. The equivalence W .RIM˝X /'W .RI �M ŒX �/ is by Lemma 6.5
above.

It will turn out to be more convenient to map into W .PRIM / instead of W .RIM /,
where PR is the category of finitely generated projective right R–modules, and M is
the PR –bimodule given by

MA;B.X /D HomMR
.AIB˝R M /˝Z

zZŒX �
for all A;B 2 PR , X 2 S� , where MR is the category of all right R–modules. The
restriction of this M on PR to the full subcategory on the rank 1 free module (which
is isomorphic to the category R) is the M of the previous paragraph (which should
really be denoted M as well, but in that case we omit the underline to agree with the
usual notation for K.RIM /).

Lemma 9.1 Let R be an associative ring with unit and let M be a discrete R–
bimodule. Then we can define maps

zK.RIM /
ˇn! U n.PRIM /

for all n � 1 such that Resn=m ıˇn D ˇm for all mjn and such that ˇ1 is the map of
[5, Theorem 3.4].

Proof As defined in [5, Section 3],

K.RIM /D�j
a
xc2S:PR

HomS:MR
.xc; xc˝R M /j:

We will let
K.RIM /D

a
c2PR

HomMR
.c; c˝R M /:
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It is easy to map

K.RIM /
bn! U n.PRIM /

for all n� 1 such that Resn=m ıbn D bm for all mjn and such that b1 is the map [5]
used at this level: send

HomMR
.c; c˝R M /! HomMR

.c; c˝R M /^ � � � ^HomMR
.c; c˝R M /„ ƒ‚ …

n times

˛ 7! ˛^n;

that is, map HomMR
.c; c˝R M / into the multisimplicial degree .0; 0; : : : 0/ part of

U n.PRIM / (where there are no PR coordinates, only bimodule coordinates), into
the term corresponding to X D .0; 0; : : : ; 0/ (since ˝Z

zZŒS0� D ˝ZZ does not do
anything to an abelian group) by sending ˛ to n copies of itself.

For each k , on Sk of Waldhausen’s S–construction (as reviewed before Proposition 6.14
above) bn induce mapsa

xc2SkPR

HomSkMR
.xc; xc˝R M /! U n.SkPRISkM /

˛ 7! ˛^n;

and so we get maps

K.RIM /D�j
a
xc2S:PR

HomS:MR
.xc; xc˝RM /j ˇn!�jU n.S:PRIS:M /j'U n.PRIM /

by the equivalence of Proposition 6.14. These satisfy Resn=m ıˇn D ˇm for all mjn
and generalize the construction of [5].

Note that by naturality, these ˇn send K.R/ D K.RI 0/! U n.PRI 0/ ' � and so
factor through reduced K–theory maps

zK.RIM /
ˇn! U n.PRIM /:

Recall that for simplicial R–bimodules N , K.RIN / is defined by geometrically
realizing the K.RINn/’s with respect to the maps induced by N ’s simplicial structure.
Since the functors U n.F I �/ commute with realizations, we could do the same for
U n.PRIN /. Therefore, Lemma 9.1 allows us to define maps

zK.RIN /
ˇn! U n.PRIN /
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for any simplicial R–bimodule N , satisfying Resn=m ıˇn D ˇm for all mjn and
generalizing the construction of [5]. Since the ˇn are compatible with the restriction
maps, they define a map

zK.RIN /
ˇ!W .PRIN /:

We will want to apply this for N D �M ŒX � for M a discrete R–bimodule and X

a finite pointed simplicial set. Note that the FSP �M ŒX � associated to the simplicial
R–bimodule �M ŒX � is the same as the FSP �M ŒX � of Examples 1.7(iv), and as such
has an associated spectrum stably equivalent to that of M ˝X of Example (iii), which
has been studied in the previous section. The following Theorem will be proved in
several steps.

Main Theorem 9.2 Let R be an associative ring with unit and let M be a discrete
R–bimodule. Then the natural transformation

zK.RI �M ŒX �/
ˇ!W .PRI �M ŒX �/

induces an equivalence when X is connected. Since by Proposition 6.13,

W .RI �M ŒX �/'W .PRI �M ŒX �/

is a homotopy equivalence (note that in the proof there are maps given in both directions),
this gives a homotopy equivalence

zK.RI �M ŒX �/
'!W .RI �M ŒX �/

for connected X .

Corollary 9.3 The Taylor tower of the functor X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/ at � has
Wn.RI �M ŒX �/ as its n–th stage, with the tower maps given by category restriction.

Proof of Corollary 9.3 In Corollary 8.2 above, we have seen that the Wn.RIM ˝�/
are the finite stages in the Taylor tower of W .RIM ˝�/ at �, related by the category
restriction maps. By Lemma 6.5, this means that the Wn.RI �M ŒX �/ are the finite stages
in the Taylor tower of W .RI �M ŒX �/ at �, related by the same maps. The coefficients in
the Taylor tower can be computed by looking arbitrarily close to the space at which we
are working. See [10, Remark 1.1] for a discussion of this. So to find the Taylor tower
of X 7! zK.RI �M ŒX �/ it is enough to look at connected X , where Main Theorem 9.2
tells us it agrees with W .RI �M ŒX �/.

Proof of Main Theorem 9.2 We will use a variant of [9, Theorem 5.3]. Theorem 5.3
says that if two �–analytic functors F and G have a natural transformation between
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them which induces an equivalence of the differentials DX F!DX G at every space X ,
then for .�C1/–connected maps X ! Y there is a Cartesian diagram

F.X /

��

// G.X /

��
F.Y / // G.Y /:

The same proof shows that if two �–analytic functors F and G have a natural trans-
formation between them which induces an equivalence of the differentials DX F !
DX G at every �–connected space X (ie every X for which the map X ! � is
.�C1/–connected—see the comment just after [9, Definition 1.3]), then for every
�–connected X there is a Cartesian diagram

F.X /

��

// G.X /

��
F.�/ // G.�/:

So we need to show that the natural transformation ˇ induces an equivalence on the
derivatives at all 0–connected spaces. Since zK.RI �M Œ��/'W .PRI �M Œ��/' �, this
will imply that for any 0–connected X , ˇ is an equivalence.

So let X be connected; we should consider spaces Y !X over X ; but for simplicity
of writing, we would like to eliminate the spaces from our calculation. In the following
sections, we will prove:

Technical Lemma 9.4 Let R be an associative ring with unit, and let M;N be two
simplicial R–bimodules. If N is k –connected, ˇ induces a 2k –connected map

hofib
� zK.RIB:M ˚B:N /! zK.RIB:M /

�
! hofib

�
W .PRIB:M ˚B:N /!W .PRIB:M /

�
:

Having this lemma lets us conclude the proof of Main Theorem 9.2: because of the
obvious equivalences �M ŒX _A�Š �M ŒX �˚ �M ŒA�

and, for connected spaces Z , �M ŒZ�' B:.� �M ŒZ�/ (for � a simplicial model of the
loop space), Technical Lemma 9.4 would tell us that

hofib
� zK.RI �M ŒX _Sk �/! zK.RI �M ŒX �/

�
! hofib

�
W .PRI �M ŒX _Sk �/!W .PRI �M ŒX �/

�
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is 2.k�1/–connected for all k � 1. But by the definition of a derivative at a space X

of a functor (at the basepoint of X ) from [7] (for functors to spaces) and [9, Sec-
tion 5], the spectrum k 7! hofib

� zK.RI �M ŒX _Sk �/! zK.RI �M ŒX �/
�

is equivalent
to the derivative of the functor zK.RI �M Œ��/ at X , and similarly the spectrum k 7!
hofib

�
W .PRI �M ŒX _Sk �/!W .PRI �M ŒX �/

�
is equivalent to the derivative of the

functor W .PRI �M Œ��/ at X . The .2.k�1//–equivalences of the k –th spaces in these
two spectra make the two of them equivalent, and thus the two derivatives agree, as we
needed to show.

10 Proof of Technical Lemma 9.4, Part I: the homotopy fibers
are abstractly 2k–equivalent for k–connected N

In this section we are going to prove that for k –connected N , the two fibers in
Technical Lemma 9.4 in are both 2k –equivalent to THH.R Ë M ;B:N /. In Section 11
we will prove that the trace map ˇ induces the abstract equivalence obtained in this
section.

Lemma 10.1 Let R be an associative ring with unit, and let M and N be two
simplicial R–bimodules, then

K.R Ë M IB:N /' hofib. zK.RIB:M ˚B:N /! zK.RIB:M //:

Proof Using the isomorphisms B:M ˚B:N ' B:.M ˚N / and R Ë .M ˚N /Š
.R Ë M /Ë N the result follows from the commuting diagram whose vertical maps are
equivalences by [5, 4.1]

(10-1)

hofib //

'

��

zK.RIB:M ˚B:N / //

'

��

zK.RIB:M /

'

��
zK.R Ë M IB:N / // zK..R Ë M /Ë N / // zK.R Ë M /

as well as the identification of the homotopy fiber on the bottom row.

We are interested in zK.RËM IB:N / in a 2k –connected range when N is k –connected.
By [5, Theorem 3.4], the trace map zK.R Ë M IB:N / ! THH.R Ë M IB:N / is
.2.kC1//–connected if N is k –connected. We let  be the composite obtained
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using the natural splitting of the rows in (10-1):

(10-2)

zK.R;B:.M ˚N //
' //



��

zK.R Ë .M ˚N //
Š // zK..R Ë M /Ë N /

��
THH.R Ë M IB:N / zK.R Ë M IB:N /

2.kC1/oo

Proposition 10.2 For a ring R and simplicial R–bimodules M and N , using the
natural map  from (10-2), we obtain

zK.RIB:M ˚B:N /
2.kC1/�����! THH.R Ë M IB:N /� zK.RIB:M /:

In order to identify the homotopy fiber of the map

W .RIB:M ˚B:N /!W .RIB:M /

we first observe that by the multilinearity of U n.F I �/, for any FSP F and F –
bimodules P0 and P1 , we have a Cn –equivariant decomposition

U n.F IP0˚P1/
'!

Y
˛2HomSets.f1;2;:::;ng;f0;1g/

U n.F IP˛.1/; : : : ;P˛.n//:

Thus, if P1 is k –connected we have a 2k –connected Cn –equivariant map

(10-3) U n.F IP0˚P1/! U n.F IP0/� .Cn/C ^U n.RIP0; : : : ;P0;P1/:

Taking Cn fixed points, this gives a map

U n.F IP0˚P1/
Cn ! U n.F IP0/

Cn �U n.RIP0; : : : ;P0;P1/:

We obtain maps for all m dividing n,

U n.F IP0˚P1/
Cn

res! U m.F IP0˚P1/
Cm ! U m.RIP0 : : : ;P0;P1/

and hence maps �n

(10-4) U n.F IP0˚P1/
Cn

�n! U n.F IP0/
Cn �

Y
mjn

U m.F IP0; : : : ;P0;P1/

which take the restriction maps for the fixed points of the U ’s applied to P0˚P1 to
the restriction maps of the U ’s applied to P0 and the projections on the product.
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Lemma 10.3 The map of homotopy inverse limits produced by the �n ’s

W .RIB:M˚B:N /
� // holimN�

�
U n.RIB:M /Cn�QkjnU k.RIB:M ;:::;B:M ;B:N /

�
Š

��
W .RIB:M /�Q1aD0U a.RIB:M ;:::;B:M ;B:N /

is .2.kC1/�1/–connected if N is k –connected.

Proof It is enough to show the map for each Wn to holimf�ng is .2.kC1//–connected.
By Corollary 5.9 it is enough to show that the Cn –homotopy orbits of the maps in (10-3)
are .2.kC1//–connected, which they are since homotopy orbits preserve connectivity.

In order to relate
Q1

aD0 U a.RIB:M ; : : : ;B:M ;B:N / to THH.R Ë M ;B:N /, a
proposition motivated by the result in [15] will be useful. For R ! S a map of
FSP’s and M an S –bimodule we can form a bisimplicial spectrum

Œp�� Œq� 7! U pC1
q .RIS; : : : ;S;M /;

where the q–direction has the usual (diagonal) simplicial structure of U and the p

direction has the evident simplicial structure defined so that

U �C1
0

.RIS : : : ;S;M /Š THH.S;M /:

Proposition 10.4 If R! S is a map of FSP’s over the same underlying set and M is
an S –bimodule, then the natural map

U 1.S IM /! U �C1.RIS�;M /

given by the inclusion of the zero simplicial dimension

U �C1
0

.RIS�;M /D U 1
� .S IM /

is an equivalence.

Proof Since both theories are linear in the bimodule M variable it is enough to
show that the map is an equivalence for M D S ˝X ˝S for X a spectrum (and the
tensor product taken over the sphere spectrum). More general bimodules M can be
resolved by bimodules of this form, using the functor X 7! S ˝X ˝S from spectra
to S –bimodules and its adjoint, the forgetful functor. In the case of M D S ˝X ˝S ,
one can “break” the circles to get

U nC1
� .RISn;M /'X ˝

nC2 times‚ …„ ƒ
S y̋R S y̋ � � � y̋R S :
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The induced structure maps (from the unused simplicial direction) are simply X ˝ . /
applied to the standard bimodule resolution of S as an R–algebra (ie multiplication on
the “insides”, no twists) and hence since this is homotopy equivalent to S again (using
the extra degeneracy map), we get X ˝S . And U 1

� .S IM / is homotopy equivalent to
X ˝S , by a similar argument; this X ˝S can be embedded in U 1

� .S IM / within M

to map to an X ˝S within M in U �C1.RIS�;M / which is homotopy equivalent to
the whole U �C1.RIS�;M /.

Corollary 10.5 For a ring R and simplicial R–bimodules M and N ,

THH.R Ë M IB:N /'
1Y

aD0

U a.RIB:M ; : : : ;B:M ;B:N /:

Proof By Proposition 10.4, we have

THH.R Ë M IB:N /
'! U �C1.RI .R Ë M /�;B:N /:

Using the multilinearity of the U ’s, if we let Sk D�k=@, we have by the calculations
at the end of the next section an equivalence �A of bisimplicial spectra

U �C1.RI .R Ë M /�;B:N / Š
1Y

aD0

U aC1.RIM; : : : ;M;B:N /˝Sa:

Using the fact that

Sa '
a times‚ …„ ƒ

S1 ^ � � � ^S1;

the fact that B:M 'M ˝S1 , and the multilinearity of the U ’s, we have that each
U aC1.RIM; : : : ;M;B:N /˝ Sa is equivalent to U aC1.RIB:M ; : : : ;B:M ;B:N /

and hence the result.

Corollary 10.6 For a ring R and simplicial R–bimodules M and N , using the map �
and the equivalences of Lemma 10.3 and Corollary 10.5, we have a .2kC1/–connected
map

W .RIB:M ˚B:N /
2kC1����! THH.R Ë M IB:N /�W .RIB:M /:

11 Proof of Technical Lemma 9.4, Part II: the trace induces
the 2k–equivalence

In Section 10 we showed that the two fibers used in Technical Lemma 9.4 agree in a
2kC 1 range if the bimodule N being considered was k –connected. In this section
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we will show that the trace map ˇ defined in Section 9 induces the equivalence on the
fibers in a 2k range as suggested by Section 10. We now recall, from [19], primarily
page 218, and [5, Section 4], details that allow us to construct an unstable model for
the composite  used in Proposition 10.2.

If P is a category of diagrams of projective right R–modules and M is the category
of diagrams of the same form of right R–modules, we will for brevity write

R.P /D HomP.P;P /;

MP D HomM.P;P ˝R M /

for any P 2 P and any R–bimodule M .

We recall, using this notation, that for a discrete ring R,

zK.RIM /D stabilization w:r:t: Waldhausen0s S�construction of P 7!
_

P2P

MP

on PR . As in the proof of [5, Theorem 3.4], the point here is that

K.RIM /D�
ˇ̌̌̌ a
xc2S:PR

HomS:MR
.xc; xc˝M /

ˇ̌̌̌
;

K.R/DK.RI 0/D�jS:PRj:
By [21], the S–construction stabilizing maps induce equivalences

�jS:PRj '!�2jS .2/: PRj '!�3jS .3/: PRj '! � � �
and similarly

�

ˇ̌̌̌ a
xc2S:PR

HomS:MR
.xc; xc˝M /

ˇ̌̌̌
'!�2j

a
xc2S.2/

: PR

HomS.2/
: MR

.xc; xc˝M /j '! � � � :

As is shown in the proof of [5, Theorem 3.4], for each p the map

hofib
�ˇ̌̌̌ a
xc2S.p/

: PR

HomS.p/
: MR

.xc; xc˝M /

ˇ̌̌̌
! jS .p/: PRj

�

! hocofib
�
jS .p/: PRj 0!

ˇ̌̌̌ a
xc2S.p/

: PR

HomS.p/
: MR

.xc; xc˝M /

ˇ̌̌̌�

'
ˇ̌̌̌ _
xc2S.p/

: PR

HomS.p/
: MR

.xc; xc˝M /

ˇ̌̌̌
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is .2p�3/–connected (where 0 is the map which sends every xc to the zero map
xc ! xc˝M ), and thus the homotopy cofiber spectrum is the same as the spectrum
zK.RIM /.

By Proposition 6.14 and Corollary 6.17, we know that

U n.R;M /CnD stabilization w:r:t: the S�construction of P 7!
_

P2P

U n
0 .PjP IM jP /Cn

on PR . We observe that for P 2 PR and N an (R Ë M )-module which M acts on
by the zero action:

HomPRËM
.P ˝R .R Ë M /;P ˝R .R Ë M /˝RËM N /Š HomPR

.P;P ˝R N /:

In other words,
NP˝RRËM ŠNP :

Similarly,

HomPRËM
.P ˝R .R Ë M /;P ˝R .R Ë M //

Š HomPR
.P;P ˝R .R Ë M //Š HomPR

.P;P /˚HomPR
.P;P ˝R M /;

and taking into account the way the composition of the two summands works, we get

.R Ë M /.P ˝R .R Ë M //ŠR.P /Ë MP :

Given m 2MP , we let .1;m/ be the obvious isomorphism in R.P /Ë MP . We note
that since the product of any two elements in M is zero in R Ë M , .1;m/ ı .1;m0/D
.1;mCm0/, and because the product of any element of M with any element of N is
zero, for n 2NP , the two compositions

P ˝R .R Ë M /
.1;m/���! P ˝R .R Ë M /

n! P ˝R .R Ë M /˝RËM N;

P ˝R .R Ë M /
n! P ˝R .R Ë M /˝RËM N

.1;m/˝idN�������! P ˝R .R Ë M /˝RËM N

are both equal to the map n. Thus, we have a representation

MP
1C?���! GL.R.P /Ë MP /

whose image acts as the identity on NP . Here GL is used to indicate the invertible
elements.

We obtain a natural simplicial map

B�MP �NP

B�.1C?/������! THH�.R.P /Ë MP INP /
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where R.P /Ë MP is viewed as an FSP on the category consisting of one point with a
morphism for each element of the ring R.P /Ë MP , and NP as a bimodule over it.
Note that

R.P /Ë MP Š PRËM jP˝R.RËM /;

NP ŠN jP˝R.RËM /:

Lemma 11.1 The natural transformation_
P2PR

THH�.R.P /Ë MP INP /
?˝RRËM�������!

_
P2PRËM

THH�.R.P /Ë MP INP /

(obtained by tensoring the indexing category ?˝R R Ë M ) is an equivalence after
stabilization.

Proof Since RËM is an R–bimodule, R Ë M is clearly a PR –bimodule. But since
R Ë M is actually an R–algebra, this PR –bimodule is an FSP on PR in its own right,
and so we can take U ’s of it. The domain of the map in the statement of the lemma
can be written as_

P2PR

U 1
� .R.P /Ë MP INP /D

_
P2PR

U 1
� .R Ë M jP IN jP /

D
_

P2PR

U �C1
0

.PRjP IR Ë M j�P ;N jP /;

and so stabilizes to U �C1.PRIR Ë M �;N / by the nonequivariant analog of Corollary
6.17 which allows different bimodules in the �C 1 bimodule positions (and is proved
in exactly the same way).

The target of the map can be written as_
P2PRËM

U 1
� .R.P /Ë MP INP /D

_
P2PRËM

U 1
� .PRËM jP ;N jP /

D
_

P2PRËM

U �C1
0

.PRËM jP IR Ë M j�P ;N jP /;

and similarly stabilizes to U �C1.PRËM IR Ë M �;N /. On PRËM , R Ë M is the
same as PRËM , but we write it in this way to keep the parallel clear. If we abbreviate
the map ?˝R .R Ë M / to t W PR! PR˝M , the map in the statement of the lemma
stabilizes to the obvious map induced by t , noting that R Ë M on PR is the same
as t� of R Ë M on PRËM and that N on PR is the same as t� of N on PRËM .
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Thus the map we are interested in is the bottom horizontal map in the commutative
diagram

U �C1.PRjRI .t�R Ë M /j�
R
; .t�N /jR/ t� //

��

U �C1.PRËM jRËM IR Ë M j�
RËM

;N jRËM /

��
U �C1.PRI .t�R Ë M /�; t�N /

t� // U �C1.PRËM IR Ë M �;N /

where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion. By the nonequivariant analog of
Proposition 6.13 which allows different bimodules in the �C 1 bimodule positions
(and is proved in exactly the same way), these vertical maps are equivalences, so to
show that the bottom horizontal map is an equivalence, it suffices to show that the top
horizontal map is. The top horizontal map is a map of U ’s of FSP’s and bimodules
over a one point set, and can also be written as the map

U �C1.RI .R Ë M /�;N /
t�! U �C1.R Ë M I .R Ë M /�;N /

induced by t on the FSP’s. It is an equivalence because of the diagram

U �C1
0

.RI .R Ë M /�;N /

��

U �C1
0

.R Ë M I .R Ë M /�;N /

��
U �C1.RI .R Ë M /�;N /

t� // U �C1.R Ë M I .R Ë M /�;N /

where the vertical maps are equivalences by the nonequivariant analog of Proposition
10.4 which allows different bimodules in the �C 1 bimodule positions (and is proved
in exactly the same way).

Model 11.2 (A model for  ) The stabilization of the composite_
P2P

B�MP �NP
1C?���!

_
P2P

THH�.R.P /Ë MP INP /

?˝RRËM�������!
_

P2PRËM

THH�.R.P /Ë MP INP /

is a natural transformation from K.PRIB:M ˚N / to K.PRËM IN /. When N is
replaced by B:N , this (by [5; 19]) is a model for the natural transformation  used in
Proposition 10.2.
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By the discussion in the beginning of Section 9, for any R–bimodule M , the map of
spaces (not spectra) from MP to U n

0
.PR;M /Cn

m 7! m^m^ � � � ^m

2 ŒM jP .S0/^ � � � ^M jP .S0/�Cn

! ŒholimI kC1�X0t:::tXk .M jP .SX0/^M jP .SX1/^ � � � ^M jP .SXk /�Cn

stabilizes to the map zK.RIM /!U n.PRIM /Cn used in the construction of the trace
map ˇ . Using this and the definition of the maps �n in (10-4) we obtain the following.

Model 11.3 (A model for the W fiber map) The composite

K.PRIM ˚N /
ˇ!W .PRIM ˚N /!

1Y
aD1

U a.PRIM a�1;N /

is equivalent to the stabilization of the natural transformation determined by the product
of the maps ˇaW

W
P2P.M ˚N /jP !

W
P2P U a

0
.PRjP IM ja�1

P
;N jP / given by

ˇa.m� n/D
.a�1/ times‚ …„ ƒ

m^ � � � ^m^n:

Definition 11.4 Define bisimplicial spectra U.a/.R.P /IMP ;NP / by

U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /D
Y

1�j1<���<ja��

U �C1
? .R.P /IF1; : : : ;F�;NP /

with

Ft D
�

MP if t 2 fj1; : : : ; jag,
R.P / otherwise.

In other words, if we break R.P /Ë MP as a bimodule down into R.P / ˚MP ,
then U.a/.R.P /IMP ;NP / is the part of THH.R.P /Ë MP ;NP / which contains
exactly a MP ’s. The simplicial coordinate ? comes from U ’s diagonal simplicial
structure. The boundary maps from the simplicial coordinate � involve multiplying
adjacent bimodule coordinates in U .

By Models 11.2 and 11.3 and the equivalence in Corollary 10.5 it will suffice to prove
the following proposition to finish the proof of Technical Lemma 9.4.
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Proposition 11.5 For R a ring and M and N R–bimodules, there are maps �A

which make the following diagram commute:

(11-1)

B:MP�NP
1C? //

Q
aˇa

��

THH.R.P /ËMP INP /

'

��Q1
aD0U a

0
.R.P /IB:MP ;:::;B:MP ;NP /

Q
a�a //

incl
��

Q1
aD0U.a/0.R.P /IMP ;NP /

'

��Q1
aD0U a

? .R.P /IB:MP ;:::;B:MP ;NP /

Q
a�a

'
// Q1

aD0U.a/?.R.P /IMP ;NP /:

We recall from Proposition 10.4 the equivalence

THH�.R.P /Ë MP ;NP /Š U �C1
0

.R.P /IR.P /Ë MP ;NP /

'! U �C1
? .R.P /IR.P /Ë MP ;NP /:

By the multilinear property of the U , we see that we have a natural equivalence of
bisimplicial spectra

U �C1
? .R.P /IR.P /Ë MP ;NP /

'!
1Y

aD0

U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /:

Lemma 11.6 For all a, U.a/�
0
.R.P /IMP ;NP /

'! U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /.

Proof We have a commutative diagram

U �C1
0

.R.P /IR.P /Ë MP ;NP /
' //

'

��

Q1
aD0 U.a/�

0
.R.P /IMP ;NP /

'

��
U �C1
? .R.P /IR.P /Ë MP ;NP /

' // Q1
aD0 U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /

where the horizontal maps are equivalences by the decomposition into homogeneous
pieces as explained above and the left vertical map is an equivalence by Proposition 10.4.
Thus, the right vertical map which makes the diagram commute, namely the inclusion,
is an equivalence. However, this inclusion is a product of maps and hence each of them
is an equivalence as well.

Composing 1C ? with the projection equivalence from THH.R.P /Ë MP ;NP /
'!Q1

aD0 U.a/.R.P /IMP ;NP / we obtain simplicial maps

(11-2) �aW B�MP �NP ! U.a/�0.R.P /IMP ;NP /
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In order to better express the maps �a we make the following observations. Let
Surj�.Œa�; Œk�/ be the set of surjective monotone maps from Œa� to Œk�. For � 2
Surj�.Œa�; Œk�/ and 1 � j � k , we will write �j .�/ D minf��1.j /g. We have an
isomorphism of sets from Surj�.Œa�; Œk�/ to f1� j1 < � � �< jk � ag given by sending
� 2 Surj�.Œa�; Œk�/ to f�1.�/; : : : ; �k.�/g. With these conventions, the maps �a are
the composites

.m1 � � � � �mk ; n/

7!
Y

�2Surj�.Œa�;Œk�/

��.m�1.�/ ^ � � � ^m�k.�/ ^ n/

2�0t:::t0
Y

1��1.�/<���<�k.�/�a

.F1ŒS
0�^ � � � ^Fk ŒS

0�^NP ŒS
0�/

! holimI kC1 �x0t:::txk

Y
1��1.�/<���<�k.�/�a

.F1ŒS
x0 �^� � �^Fk ŒS

xk�1 �^NP ŒS
xk �/

D U.a/k0.R.P /IMP ;NP /;

where Ft are as, as before, MP if t D �j .�/ for some j and R.P / otherwise, and
where ��.m�1.�/ ^ � � � ^m�k.�/ ^ n/ has n in the last coordinate, m�j .�/ in the
.�j .�/�1/–st coordinate, 1� j � a, and 1R in the others.

We now define, for all a, bisimplicial maps (which are equivalences)

U a
? .R.P /I .B�MP /

a;NP /! U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /:

In order to do this, we first make a few general remarks about simplicial constructions
and then apply them to this specific application.

Let Sk D�k=@ as a simplicial set. That is, �k
n D Hom�.Œn�; Œk�/ and @ is the usual

subsimplicial set determined by the k � 1 subskeleton. We also have the simplicial set

Vk
S1 WD

k times‚ …„ ƒ
S1 ^ � � � ^S1

by which we mean the diagonal of the obvious k –fold multisimplicial set. We know
that after realization, this is homeomorphic to Sk but there is not a simplicial map
that realizes to a homeomorphism. There are exactly k! simplicial maps from

Vk
S1

to Sk which realize to homotopy equivalences, one for each of the nondegenerate cells
of
Vk

S1 in dimension k . We will be wanting to use one of these simplicial maps.

We can first look at Sk . It has one point in every simplicial dimension less than k . In
dimension k it has one nondegenerate element which we can identify with the identity
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on Œk�. In dimension n larger than k it has an element for every ordered surjection
from Œn� to Œk� and one other point, �. Thus, we can write

Sk
n D Surj�.Œn�; Œk�/C

Now we want to write down simplicial maps from
Vk

S1 to Sk which are homotopy
equivalences. The critical dimension is k . Given a sequence .�1; : : : ; �k/ of surjections
Œn�! Œ1�, we can associate a sequence of nonzero positive integers by looking at the
cardinality of the inverse image of 0, ie fj��1

1
.0/j; j��1

2
.0/j; : : : ; j��1

k
.0/jg. We can also

express this as f�1.�1/; �1.�2/; : : : ; �1.�k/g since �1.�/Dmin.��1.1//D j��1.0/j.
A sequence

.�1; : : : ; �k/ 2 .
Vk

S1/k

is nondegenerate if and only if the sequence f�1.�1/; �1.�2/; : : : ; �1.�k/g has no
repeated terms.

We define ˛ to be the following simplicial map from
Vk

S1 to Sk : On the k � 1

skeleton it must be trivial, in simplicial dimension k it takes the nondegenerate simplex
whose sequence is .1; 2; : : : ; k/ to the identity in .Sk/k and all others to the basepoint.
This determines a map of the k –skeletons and hence by extension of degeneracies
a map of the simplicial sets (as both have only degenerate simplices in dimensions
greater than k ).

We actually need to understand ˛ explicitly in all simplicial dimensions. Following the
degeneracies in both settings, we see that ˛ sends a simplex .�1; : : : ; �k/ 2 .

Vk
S1/n

to the basepoint if the sequence f�1.�1/; �1.�2/; : : : ; �1.�k/g associated to it in
f1; 2; : : : ; ngk is not monotone increasing. If the sequence is monotone increasing,
then .�1; : : : ; �k/ is sent to the monotone surjection ˛.�1; : : : ; �n/ 2 Surj�.Œn�; Œk�/
given by

(11-3) �j .˛.�1; : : : ; �n//D �1.�j /:

We now return to constructing bisimplicial equivalences

�aW U a
? .R.P /IB�MP ; : : : ;B�MP ;NP / ! U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /:

We observe that because U n commutes with realizations in each of its bimodule
variables, we have a simplicial map which is an equivalence in each simplicial dimension:

(11-4) U a
? .R.P /IB�MP ; : : : ;B�MP ;NP /

'! U a
? .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /˝

Va
S1:
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Applying the simplicial map ˛ we obtain an equivalence

U a
? .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /˝

Va
S1 ˛! U a

? .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /˝Sa:

We have a bisimplicial map which is an equivalence

U a
? .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /˝Sa

? ! U.a/�?.R.P /IMP ;NP /;

given in each dimension k by

(11-5)

U a
k .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /˝Sa

k

D
_

�2Surj�.Œk�;Œa�/

U a
k .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /

Š
Y

�2Surj�.Œk�;Œa�/

U a
k .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP /

!
Y

�2Surj�.Œk�;Œa�/

��.U a
k .R.P /IMP ; : : : ;MP ;NP //

! U.a/�k.R.P /IMP ;NP /:

The map (11-5) includes into the product of all maps in

U �C1
k

.R.P /IF1;F2; : : : ;F�;NP /;

where a of the Fi are MP and the other �� a are R.P /, and the maps are anything
within the combined MP –coordinates and just a smash of the unit map 1R.P/ in
the R.P / coordinates. It is not an equivalence in each separate simplicial degree k ,
but taken over all k combined, it does induce an equivalence since for every �, the
inclusion

U aC1
? .R.P /IM a

P ;NP /
'
,! U �C1

? .R.P /IF1;F2; : : : ;F�;NP /

is an equivalence, because taking ˝^
R.P/

R.P / has no effect on R.P /–bimodules.

We define �a to be the composite of these equivalences.

Proof of Proposition 11.5 We have just defined equivalences �A , so we only need to
show that the diagram (11-1) commutes, that is, that �a D �a ıˇa for all a, where �a

is the piece of 1C? as defined in (11-2) and ˇa was defined in the Model 11.3. Let
.m1; : : : ;mk ; n/ 2 BkMP �NP . Then ˇa.m1; : : : ;mk ; n/ is the image in the homo-
topy colimit of the k –simplex (which is the diagonal k in the product of a k –simplices)
.m1 � � � � �mk/

^a ^ n. Via the equivalence in (11-4), this element is mapped to the
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product in the homotopy colimit represented byY
1;:::;a2Surj�.Œk�;Œ1�/

.m�1.1/ ^m�1.2/ ^ � � � ^m�1.a/ ^ n/

The simplicial map ˛ will send the nonmonotone factors to a point; in the remain-
ing factors, ˛ composed with the map in (11-5) to the image in the colimit ofQ
�2Surj�.Œk�;Œa�/

��.m�1.�/ ^ � � � ^m�k.�/ ^ n/ which is the image of �a (the con-
fusing point here is that the indexing set of the k –simplices is written as a product
rather than a sum).
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